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ABSTRAKT, KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
 
ABSTRAKT 
Tato diplomová práce je zaměřena na řešení problému praskání těsnících kuželů na tělesech 
railů při zkoušce dlouhodobé životnosti pomocí pulzního vysokotlakého  testu. Hlavní částí 
je analýza vlivu těsnících zátek na namáhání těsnícího kuželu s následným návrhem nové 
zátky, která bude tvořit stejné nebo podobné zatížení všech komponent při pulzním testu jako 
vysokotlaká trubka, která se používá v sériové produkci. Další částí je ověření vlastností 
nové zátky pomocí vysokotlakého pulzního testu. 
KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 
Vznětový motor, Common rail systém, těsnění vysokého tlaku, těsnící zátka, únavová 
životnost, metoda konečných prvků, FEM, FEMFAT 
ABSTRACT 
This diploma thesis is focused on problem with crackling of the sealing cone on the rail body 
during high pressure pulsation test. There are analyzed properties of currently used sealing 
caps for pulsation test and their influence on loading of the sealing cone. The main target is 
proposal of new sealing cap which creates the same or very similar loading on all 
components during pulsation test like high pressure pipe which is used in serial production. 
Next part is verification of properties of new sealing cap by high pressure pulsation test. 
KEYWORDS 
Diesel engine, Common rail system, high pressure sealing, sealing cap, fatigue life, finite 
element method, FEM, FEMFAT 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Every day we can see increasing number of cars on roads. The constant need to transport 
people or goods causes dependence on a road transport. It brings a lot of problems with 
emissions. The main part of every car is the engine. Technical progress in last fifty years is 
enormous, and today engines are on a very high technical level. The principle of today’s 
engine is the same as fifty years ago. But big differences can be seen in the area of 
consumption and power. 
Primary task of every engine is to change the fuel chemical energy in to the rotary motion and 
torque moment. Of course, there are also a lot of problems with engines. Combustion process 
is not ideal and it brings emissions as a waste product. The main parts of emissions are H2O, 
CO2, CO, NOx, HC, particular parts etc. Increasing quantity of these emissions becomes 
a global problem. Car companies invest a lot of money in the development of high-
performance and economical engines. Quality of fuel mixture is very important for 
consumption, low emissions and high power. In case of the diesel engine, higher injection 
pressures create better fuel mixture. Leader in the development of diesel injection systems is 
Bosch GmbH with their Common Rail system. Common Rail system brings high-
performance, low consumption and emissions because this system uses very high working 
pressure up to 2500bar.  
High pressure and cyclic loading of the rail body puts high demands on solidity and fatigue 
life. High cycle fatigue strength testing requires sealing caps which plug all holes in the rail 
body. 
Target of this diploma thesis is to propose a new sealing cap which will be suitable for high 
cycle fatigue strength testing. This sealing cap is necessary for fatigue life testing of the rail 
body which is one of the main parts of Common-rail system. 
The new design must create very similar stress in all components like customer pipe, which is 
used in serial production. It means in contact surfaces between rail sealing cone and sealing 
cap, in welds, in HP connector etc. 
The next task is the analysis of sealing caps much in use today. Profound knowledge of these 
properties is very important for the proposal of the new sealing cap. The last important point 
is verification of the new sealing cap properties by the high pressure pulsation test and the 
results evaluation. 
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1 DIESEL ENGINE AND INJECITON SYSTEMS 
 
1.1 DIESEL ENGINE  
The first patent about diesel engine was filed in 1892 by Rudolf Diesel (*1858, †1913) in 
Berlin. The target of this engine is approach to Carnot cycle. It was the first high pressure 
engine with automatic ignition by high temperature in the cylinder where temperature must be 
higher then fuel ignition point. The temperature increase is caused by high pressure. 
Compression pressure was 3.5 MPa and power of this engine was 14.7 kW / 170 rpm. 
The advantage of this engine is low consumption and high coefficient of efficiency about 26% 
(steam engine has 10% efficiency). At the beginning this engine was suitable only as a ship 
engine or stationary engine because the engine was very big. In 1912, Selandia was the first 
ship driven by two four-stroke diesel engines; each with 1088HP. Fuel was injected into the 
cylinder by air stream from a large compressor. When the compressor was replaced by 
a smaller and lighter injection pump, the diesel engine was usable for trucks.  
The fuel injection problem was solved in 1910 by James Kechnie in England. He invented 
the first engine with pre-combustion chamber. The first truck to use this engine was made in 
1923 in Benz factory. In 1936 Daimler-Benz invented the first personal car with diesel 
engine, Mercedes 260D. 
 
 
Picture 1 Mercedes 260D and his diesel engine [1] 
The diesel engine has some disadvantages like noisiness, production a lot of smoke, small 
engine dynamics and hard running. Due to these problems the diesel engine was good for 
trucks but not for the personal car. The application of supercharging brings a big shift in use 
for personal cars. The first version of the turbo-charged engine for ships was designed in 
1912. Turbo charging gives a lot of advantages, more power and torque, lower consumption 
and emission. The first mass produced personal car with turbo charging was Mercedes Benz 
300SD (1982). Information for this chapter is from [1] and [2]. 
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1.2 DIESEL ENGINE – TODAY’S DEVELOPMENT 
At the beginning the diesel engine was not usually in use. Today, however, nearly 50% of 
new cars are equipped by diesel engines. Today’s diesel engine development is intensive 
because it is necessary to produce engines with small consumption and emission. Turbo-
charged diesel engines meet these requirements. 
Current development in the diesel engine area is focused on several targets. The main is fuel 
consumption and reduction of emissions. Of course very important for customers is maximal 
torque moment and reliability. 
Big change came when the injection process was controlled by ECU (Engine Control Unit) in 
1986. [2] Then it was possible to control the fuel injection for the best engine power, 
consumption etc. The diesel engine has about 20-30% smaller consumption and more torque 
moment than gasoline engine. 
Common Rail System (CRS) for diesel engine is the last step in today’s development. 
Common rail system was developed by Robert Huder from Switzerland in 1960s. At the end 
of the 1990s, CRS was usually used for large engines but today it is standard also for personal 
cars and trucks. The first usage for trucks began in 1995 in Japan on Hino Ranger Trucks. 
[17] The first car companies using CRS for personal cars were Alfa Romeo and Mercedes-
Benz in 1997. CRS is also suitable for racing engines. Audi R10 TDI with V12 diesel engine 
(more than 476kW) wins 24 h Le Mans race in 2006. 
 
1.3 CREATION OF FUEL MIXTURE IN THE DIESEL ENGINE 
Every diesel engine creates fuel mixture in the combustion chamber or in the pre-combustion 
chamber, because diesel fuel is very hard to evaporate in air stream. With this fuel it is 
impossible to use carburetor or injection into the intake system. Fine atomized fuel is injected 
into the combustion chamber and there it is ignited by hot compressed air (800 – 900 °C). 
All today’s engines are using high pressure injectors where injection pressure is generated by 
the high pressure pump. Pressure level is very important to create the quality fuel mixture. 
This factor influences the consumption, engine power, emissions etc. Bigger pressure gives 
better results. The diesel engine works with constant air volume and the engine power is 
adjusted only by fuel quantity. 
Today, two types of diesel engine are in use. The first and older is the engine with pre-
combustion chamber, and modern cars use the engines with direct injection.   
 
1.3.1 ENGINE WITH PRE-COMBUSTION CHAMBERS  
This engine has two combustion chambers. The first is the pre-combustion chamber in the 
cylinder head; the second is in the piston body. Pressure increasing in this engine is slow and 
this makes the engine quiet and with run softly. At the beginning, this engine was the most 
popular with personal cars. The advantage of the pre-combustion chamber engine is 
generation of the very quality fuel mixture. This is caused by air swirl and fuel stream in the 
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pre-combustion chamber and in the piston combustion space. In the pre-combustion chamber 
it is possible to use a simple and cheap injector with one injecting hole. [1] 
Big disadvantage of this type of engine is bigger consumption. This problem is caused by 
complex shape of combustion space, which brings heavy hydraulic and heat losses. Next 
disadvantage is worst starting when the engine is cold. This problem can be solved by the 
heating plug in the pre-combustion chamber. [1] 
 
Picture 2 Ricardo (swirl) pre-combustion chamber [19] 
 
1.3.2 ENGINE WITH DIRECT INJECTION 
The direct injection is used in modern engines for personal cars. Here the fuel is injected into 
the cylinder where the main combustion space is only in the piston head.  The direct injection 
engine brings lower consumption than the engine with pre-combustion chambers. This engine 
is easier to start in cold conditions. On the other hand direct injection causes vibrations, hard 
run and more noise. There is maximal pressure bigger than in the pre-combustion chamber 
engine. It means that all parts are more loaded. 
The fuel mixture quality depends on the type and shape of an injector nozzle, current system 
pressure, etc. Direct injection puts higher demands on injectors, injecting pressure and fuel 
quality. Injectors are working with very high pressure. Injection nozzles have holes with very 
small diameter. It is necessary for creation high quality fuel fog. But these nozzles are very 
susceptible to be blocked by carbon deposits. Engines with direct injection are usually 
supercharged. 
 
Picture 3 Combustion chambers for direct injection [1] 
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1.4 INJECTION SYSTEMS FOR DIESEL ENGINE 
For this chapter was used information sources [2] [21]. 
Robert Bosch (*1861 Albeck - †1942 Stuttgart) establishes in 1886 the “Workshop for 
Precision Mechanics and Electrical Engineering” in Stuttgart. It was the beginning of today’s 
global Robert Bosch GmbH. In 1887 Robert Bosch constructs the first low-voltage magneto 
for the stationary gas engine. Next invention was the high-voltage magneto. This new type of 
magneto Robert Bosch developed in 1902. Robert Bosch company developed also the spark 
plugs, headlights, electric starters, horns, windshield wipers, injection pumps, etc. 
The first injection system for personal cars was developed by Robert Bosch Company in 
1927. This injection pump was light, small and allows high engine revolutions. The injection 
pumps from Robert Bosch were used only for the commercial cars. From 1936 this pumps 
were used also in personal cars. Development of the injection pumps continues up to these 
days because today is quality of the fuel mixture very important. Task of injection system is 
creation of correct fuel quantity in the required time and under the high pressure into the 
cylinder. For modern engines is characteristic the high torque moment, low consumption, 
emissions and noise.  Today’s emission standards (Euro 5 and Euro 6) are very strict. 
Development of the environmental friendly diesel engine with high power and low 
consumption is not a simple task. Due to these requirements is suitable to use supercharging 
and intercooler for diesel engines. Very important for the high power and low consumption is 
usage of the electronic control unit (ECU). Only electronically controlled injection system can 
works precisely. ECU control opening timing of each injector, system pressure, etc. 
There are available some types of the injection systems for common usage. All types are 
shown in the Picture 4. CRS is described in the separate chapter. 
 
Picture 4 Injection system designs and their applications [4] 
 
1.4.1 INLINE PUMP 
The inline pump has one plunger for each engine cylinder. Revolutions of the four stroke 
engine are twice bigger than the pump revolutions. The pump plunger is driven by the cam 
which is connected with the engine crankshaft. Fuel delivery starts when the pump plunger 
closes the inlet port. After this the fuel is compressed and delivered to the nozzle by the 
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plunger which is moving upward. Increasing pressure opens the nozzle and the injection 
starts. When the helix edge pass through inlet port the pressure decreases, fuel is going out 
and the nozzle is closed. Effective stroke is regulated by the control rack which rotates the 
pump plunger. 
 
Picture 5 Inline pump schematic and Bosch inline pump [2] 
 
1.4.2 AXIAL DISTRIBUTION PUMP 
This pump has one axial pump element for all engine cylinders. The cam plate is driven by 
the engine camshaft. The number of cams is the same as number of engine cylinders. The 
axial piston is driven by the cam and makes rotary and longitudinal motion. A central 
distribution piston opens and closes ports and the fuel is distributed to the injectors. There are 
also pressure controlled nozzles. The injected fuel quantity and effective stroke is controlled 
by control sleeve. The injection timing is set by the rotating of the roller ring relative to the 
cam plate. 
 
Picture 6 Axial distribution pump schematic [2] 
 
1.4.3 RADIAL DISTRIBUTION PUMP 
This high pressure pump generates the injection pressure by the radial plungers. The number 
of cam lobes on cam ring is the same like number of engine cylinders. The radial pistons are 
driven by the roller tappets which are rolls on the cam ring and generate pump motion. Fuel is 
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compressed by the plunger and delivered to the pressure controlled nozzle. Rotating of the 
central distributor shaft cause open and close of the suck and output ports. The high pressure 
is generated when the solenoid valve is closed. Injection timing is set by rotating of the cam 
ring. 
 
Picture 7 Radial distribution pump schematic [2] 
 
1.4.4 UNIT INJECTORS 
There is used one unit injector for the each engine cylinder. The injectors are integrated in the 
cylinder head. The pump plunger is driven by the engine the camshaft. Pump plunger with 
return spring generates the high pressure. This system has one big advantage. There is not 
high pressure line and pump because high pressure is generated before the nozzle in the unit 
injector. Start of the injection and volume quantity is controlled by the solenoid valve. ECU 
computes and controls the injection process. 
 
Picture 8 Unit injector schematic [2] 
 
1.4.5 UNIT PUMP SYSTEMS 
Unit pump system is only for commercial vehicles. This system is in principle very similar to 
the unit injector system. However, there is the high pressure pump connected with the nozzle 
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via a short line. There is also one injection unit (nozzle holder, line and pump) per one engine 
cylinder. This system is controlled by the engine camshaft and the nozzle is pressure 
controlled. The injected fuel quantity and start of injection is controlled by the high pressure 
solenoid valve. 
 
Picture 9 Unit pump system schematic [2] 
 
1.5 COMMON RAIL SYSTEM 
 
1.5.1 DEVELOPMENT AND USAGE 
The CRS is the most modern fuel injection system for diesel engines. Today is the CRS the 
most widespread injection system in personal cars.  
The first prototype of CRS was developed at the end of sixties by Robert Huber in 
Switzerland. Following development runs at Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. 
In nineties the development continues at Fiat, Magneti Marelli and Elasis companies and there 
this development was stopped in 1994. Robert Bosch GmbH bought common rail patents in 
1993. Robert Bosch Company continued in development and refinement CRS for mass-
production. Today there is 4
th
 generation of the Common Rail System which was developed 
by Robert Bosch Company. 
CRS is possible to use for very small engines and also for a big truck, locomotive and ship 
engines. The smallest engine with CRS is Smart cdi 0.8 L engine with Pe=30 kW and 
3.4 l/100 km. 
This system offer high flexibility. The CRS is very easy to use with the modern diesel 
engines. There is very easy to create the high injection pressure accords to the current engine 
speed and load. The variable injection timing and high number of injections cause high power 
and low consumption. With the CRS is easy to execute last emission standards (Euro 5, 
Euro 6). To these days there is fourth generation of the CRS. Each generation is described 
next. 
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1. GENERATION 
The first version of Common Rail System for passenger cars was applied in 1997 in the Alfa 
Romeo 156 and Mercedes-Benz E320 CDI. [2] It was the first generation of CRS with system 
pressure about 1350 bar. There were used solenoid injectors. With this system was possible to 
divide the injection process into the three parts: pilot-injection, main injection and post 
injection. This system can adjust the injection pressure in dependence on the current engine 
speed and load. 
 
2. GENERATION 
Next generation was developed in 2001. The system pressure increases on 1600 bar. This 
change brings smaller consumption and noise and more power. This version was used by 
Volvo and BMW. There are also used solenoid injectors. 
 
3. GENERATION 
Next step in development was a new type of injector. Previous versions of the CRS used 
solenoid injector, but in 3
rd
 generation of the CRS there was used the piezo inline injector. For 
this generation was the working pressure 1800 bar. This modification caused up to 20% lower 
emissions, 5% more power, 3% lower consumption and 3 dB (A) less engine noise. [18]. 
 
4. GENERATION  
The last 4
th
 generations is the Hydraulically Amplified Diesel Injection System (HADIS). It is 
designed for more than 2000 bar injection pressure. There is used the hydraulically amplified 
diesel injector (HADI) with booster. The pressure amplification is 1:2 and it can make 
pressure at the nozzle about 2500 bar, but system pressure in the rail is only 1350 bar. [20] 
 
1.5.2 PRINCIPLE OF FUNCTION 
The CRS is an accumulation injection system. The main difference between classic injection 
systems and common rail system is separation of the working pressure generation and the 
injection process. Classic injection systems sucks the fuel by the low pressure pump from the 
fuel tank through the fuel filter and pipes into the high pressure pump and injectors. However, 
in the common rail system fuel going from the high pressure pump into the rail body 
(accumulator) where is the fuel accumulated under the high pressure. The rail body is 
connected with the injectors in the engine head by the high pressure pipes.  
The internal volume of the rail body serves like a fuel accumulator. Capacity of the rail is a 
very important parameter. For quick generation of the system pressure is necessary to have 
small internal volume. On the other hand, for the good pressure waves damping is suitable to 
have large rail volume. This is contradictory demands and it is necessary to find compromise 
solution. 
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The injected fuel quantity is set by the EDC (Electronic Diesel Control) in dependence on the 
engine load and speed. ECU evaluate signal from the air mass sensor, rail pressure sensor, 
exhaust temperature sensor, accelerator pedal module, speed sensor etc. and in dependence on 
this information sets the correct fuel quantity. Schematic of the common rail system is in the 
Picture 10.  
 
Picture 10 Common rail system:[2] – 1-Fuel tank; 2-Presupply pump with sieve filter; 3-Fuel filter; 4-
High pressure pump; 5-Rail; 6-Pressure control valve; 7-Rail pressure sensor; 8-Injector; 9-
Electronic control unit 
With the CRS is possible to have high number of the injections, control their timing and size 
during one engine cycle.  The injectors are activated by EDC in the desired time. 
CRS do not have coupled injection timing and injected fuel quantity with the phase of the 
high pressure pump. Pressure in rail body is independent on the engine load and speed. This 
brings advantages over classic cam driven systems [2]:  
- continually available speed and load-independent injection pressure 
- good fuel mixture in cylinder even at lower speeds and loads 
- easy to control start of injection, injected fuel volume and the duration of the 
injection 
- high flexibility for multiple injections 
- common rail system is very easy to mount on the engine 
- drive torque peaks are lower (smooth engine running) 
 
The working pressure can be controlled on two sides. At first, on the low pressure side by a 
metering unit which is integrated in the high pressure pump and second possibility how to 
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control it is by the pressure control valve (PCV) in the rail body. In some cases is possible to 
use both systems. It combines the advantages of each system.  
The ECU controls the solenoid coil or the piezo actuator module to open and close the 
injection nozzle. Quantity of the injected fuel is determined by the opening time and current 
internal pressure. Common rail system is possible divide into the subsystems which will be 
described in next part. More information about CRS is possible to find in [2]. 
 
1.5.3 LOW PRESSURE CIRCUIT 
This subsystem contains all parts where is low pressure (3-7 bar). The main parts are the fuel 
tank, primary and main fuel filter with water separator, pre-supply pump, low pressure pipes 
and cooler for the control unit (optional).  Main target of this circuit is to supply the high 
pressure circuit by the fuel, drain excess fuel from injectors, pressure control valve and high 
pressure pump. The next task is fuel filtration because the fuel cleanness is very important for 
all parts of the common rail system. 
 
LOW PRESSURE PUMP 
The low pressure pump sucks the fuel from the fuel tank and continuously delivers it into the 
high pressure pump. Supply of the fuel must be sufficient in every situation. The pump must 
works quietly, generates requested pressure and must be very reliable.  For the CRS are two 
types of presupply pumps, the electric fuel pump or the gear pump.  
 
Electric fuel pumps (EFP) are used only for the personal cars and light commercial vehicles. 
The EFP are usually installed in the fuel tank or in feed line to the high pressure pump. When 
the engine starting process is beginning the EFP is switched on. The fuel for high pressure 
pump is delivered independently and continuously on engine speed. 
 
Picture 11 Electric fuel pump: 1-Pressure side, 2-Non-return valve, 3-Motor armature, 4-Pump 
element, 5-Pressure limiting valve, 6-Suction-side, [2] 
Gear pumps (GP) are usually integrated in the high pressure pump. In this case the GP is 
driven by the drive shaft from the high pressure pump. This pump is suitable for cars and 
heavy commercial vehicles. In the Picture 12 is CP3 high pressure pump with gear pre-supply 
pump. 
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Picture 12 High pressure pump with integrated gear low pressure pump [11] 
 
FUEL FILTER 
Task of the fuel filter is protecting the CRS from the solid parts and water. In the countries 
with poor fuel quality is possible to use filter with integrated water separator. High quality 
fuel filter is necessary for long live of the all parts in high pressure circuit.  
 
1.5.4 HIGH PRESSURE CIRCUIT 
The main parts of this circuit are high the pressure pump, pressure sensor and rail with 
pressure control valve (or with pressure limiting valve), injectors and high pressure pipes. The 
high pressure circuit for the CRS is possible to divide into the three parts. The first is pressure 
generation, the second is pressure accumulation and the last is fuel metering. The pressure 
generation is represented by the high pressure pump. The pressure accumulation is realized in 
the rail body with pressure sensor and pressure control valve (or pressure limiting valve). 
Volume of the injected fuel is gauged by the injectors. 
 
HIGH PRESSURE PUMP 
The high pressure pump creates interface between the low and high pressure circuit. The main 
task is to supply the rail by the adequate fuel quantity when the engine working. The pump 
contains fuel reserve for fast engine starting and creating of system pressure. This pump 
creates the system pressure for the rail continuously and independently on injections. The 
pump is driven by the clutch, chain or cogwheel by the engine and the pump revolutions are 
tied with the engine revolutions. 
The power needed for pump driving increase with increasing of the system pressure. For the 
2 liter engine at the nominal rotations and 1350 bar system pressure the pump takes 3.8 kW 
(with 90% mechanical efficiency) [5]. The personal car pumps are lubricated by the fuel, and 
the pumps for the commercial vehicles are lubricated by the fuel or oil. Pumps with oil 
lubrication are suitable for usage with fuel poor quality. 
For the personal and commercial cars there are some types of the high pressure pumps in 
several generations.   
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CP1/CP1H pump 
In the pump body is an eccentric cam with the polygon ring. Radially to this ring there are 
three pump elements. The polygon ring creates reciprocating movement of the each plunger in 
the pump. The fuel is supplied through the fuel input by the electric fuel pump or gear pump. 
The gear pump is mounted on the high pressure pump body. Behind the fuel input is safety 
valve which opens when the supply pump creates pressure about 0.5 - 1.5 bar. The fuel from 
this valve goes into the cooling and lubrication circuit of the high pressure pump. 
Reciprocating movement of the pump plunger sucks the fuel through the suction valve into 
the plunger working area. If the plunger is in the bottom dead centre, the suck valve is closed. 
After this ensue the fuel compression on higher pressure than is the pressure of the supply 
pump. This pressure opens the output valve and the fuel goes in to the high pressure circuit. 
After the top dead centre the pressure decrease and the output valve is closed. When the 
pressure in element is under the pre-supply pump pressure level suck valve is opened and the 
cycle is repeated. Maximal output pressure is 1350 bar. 
The CP1H is modified version of the CP1 where the maximal pressure is 1600 bar. There is 
metering unit on the suck side of the high pressure pump. The Fuel for the pump elements is 
measured by the electromagnetic valve (ZME). This valve adjusts the fuel quantity in 
dependence on the current conditions. This change brings lower input power, output fuel 
temperature and higher efficiency. 
 
Picture 13 CP1 pump: left - 1-eccentric cam, 2-polygon ring, 3-pump plunger, 4-suction valve, 5-
output valve, 6-fuel input [5] 
CP2 pump 
The CP2 pump is oil lubricated and it is used only for the commercial cars with the maximal 
pressure 1600 bar. It is the two pistons serial pump. On one end of the camshaft is the gear 
pump which sucks the fuel from the fuel tank and transports the fuel through the filter into the 
metering unit. This metering unit adjusts the fuel quantity according to the engine speed and 
load.  
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Picture 14 CP2 pump: 1-metering unit, 2-gear pump, 3-camshaft, 4-pump plunger [5] 
CP3 pump 
This pump has quantity regulation on the suck side by the metering unit (ZME). This 
regulation was used on CP3 at first and after this it was implemented in the CP1H pump. 
Design is very similar to the CP1, but the main differences are: monoblock housing and 
another type of the cam follower. There is the maximal output pressure 1600 bar. 
 
CP4 pump 
This is the last pump generation for the CRS. This pump can be with one or two plungers. 
There is also delivery control with the metering unit (ZME). The main difference from the 
previous version of the HP pump (CP3) is use of other material. In this case the body is made 
from the aluminum alloy. This change brings the big weight reduction. Next advantage is the 
higher hydraulic efficiency and higher maximal pressure (2200 bar). 
 
Picture 15 CP4.2 pump with two plungers: 1-Suction valve, 2-HP valve, 3-Plunger, 4-Cam, 5-Roller 
shoe, 6-Roller, 7-Spring, 8-Bucket tappet [4] 
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RAIL AND RAIL COMPONENTS 
The rail body is possible separate into the two groups according to the manufacturing method. 
First group is welded rail – LWR (Laser Welded Rail). Second group is forged rail – HFR 
(Hot Forged rail). The Picture 16 shows LWR with all components. The LWR body is made 
from the machined pipe and the brackets for fixation, high and low pressure connectors are 
welded to the body.  
The main functions are accumulation of fuel the under very high working pressure and fuel 
distribution from the rail to the injectors. Next task is damping of the pressure waves which 
are produced by the high pressure pump and injection process. Pressure in this accumulator is 
dependent on the engine speed and load. The internal volume in rail must be adequate for 
good pressure waves damping, but on the other hand for fast pressure increasing during 
engine starting it must be small. 
 
Picture 16 Laser welded rail components: 1-rail body, 2-HP connection, 3-rail pressure sensor, 4-
mounting brackets, 5-name plated, 6-low pressure connection, 7-pressure control valve, 8-throttle 
Design of the rail body (internal volume, number of HP connectors, etc.) is individual for 
each application. Factors which influence the rail design are number of cylinders, system 
working pressure, presence of the rail pressure sensor or pressure control valve etc. These 
additional parts are described next. 
 
Rail pressure sensor (RDS-Rail Druck Sensor) 
Fast and accurate measurement of the pressure in the rail body is the main task of the rail 
pressure sensor. Information from this sensor is important for the ECU. Fuel in rail is going 
through the hole to the membrane in sensor. There is semiconductor sensor which changes the 
membrane deformation on the electric signal and it is evaluated by ECU. Construction of this 
sensor is shown in the Picture 17. 
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Picture 17 Rail Pressure Sensor (RPS, RDS): 1-membrane with sensor [4] 
 
Pressure control valve (PCV) 
This valve controls the pressure inside the rail on the correct value. If the pressure is higher 
than is needed, the valve opens and the fuel goes around the ball valve into to the low pressure 
circuit. PCV is driven by ECU in dependence on the engine speed. The spring in PCV creates 
only small force and if the normal pressure is necessary the electromagnet is activated. 
 
Picture 18 Pressure control valve (PCV) [5][4] 
 
Pressure Limiting Valve (PLV) 
This valve limiting system pressure to a maximum value and keep it in the desired range. For 
the CRS this valve serves like a safety component. Primarily is closed and only in case of the 
system failure the PLV opens and starts to control the pressure in the high pressure circuit.  
PLV is used in the personal cars and commercial vehicles. This type of the limiting valve is 
cheaper than the PCV because the PLV have only mechanical working parts without 
electronic.  
The valve is closed only by the spring which is in the PLV body. The first version opens the 
valve when the system pressure is over maximal value. After the pressure decrease to zero 
and it cause the engine stop. However, the modern types of PLV are designed with a “limp-
home” function. There is the valve with special shape and it can hold the pressure in rail body 
on the emergency value and the engine is not stopped. PLV is in the Picture 19. 
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Picture 19 Pressure Limiting Valve (PLV)   
 
INJECTORS 
The injector assures injection of the correct fuel quantity into the each cylinder and main parts 
are the injection nozzle, injector body, control valve and the control chamber. The control 
valve is driven by the solenoid or piezo actuator. With both types of actuator is possible to 
have multiple injections. Today’s injectors can make up to five injections. However, the 
injectors with the piezo actuator open and close the nozzle faster than solenoid injectors. This 
advantage brings better emissions and consumption. Injectors are connected with the rail body 
by the high pressure pipes. The combustion chamber is sealed from injector body by the 
copper gasket and injector is attached to the cylinder head by clamping elements. 
Injection pressure in the nozzle is independent of engine speed. EDC controls the start point 
of the injection and injected fuel quantity. The injected fuel volume is dependent on the 
injection time, current injection pressure, engine load and speed, etc. 
Function of the injector can be subdivided into the four working states when the engine is 
running and the HP pump is delivering the fuel: injector closed, injector opens (start of 
injection), injector opened, injector closes (end of injection). 
 
Solenoid injector 
The fuel from the rail goes through the high pressure port (13) into the valve control chamber 
(6) and the chamber volume (9) at the nozzle needle (16). The valve control chamber is 
connected with the fuel return (1) and closed by the solenoid armature (4). In closed state is 
hydraulic force on nozzle needle pressure shoulder smaller than the hydraulic force in the 
valve control chamber. If the injection starts the solenoid armature is opened and the force on 
nozzle needle pressure shoulder is bigger than force in the valve control chamber and the 
spray hole is opened.  
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Picture 20 Solenoid valve injector: (a) Injector closes, (b) Injector opens, 1-Fuel return, 2-Solenoid 
coil, 3-Overlift spring, 4-Solenoid armature, 5-Valve ball, 6-Valve control chamber, 7-Nozzle spring, 
8-Nozzle needle pressure shoulder, 9-Chamber volume, 10-Spray hole, 11-Solenoid valve spring, 12-
Outlet throttle, 13-High pressure port, 14-Inlet throttle, 15-Valve piston (control piston), 16-Nozzle 
needle [2][11] 
Piezo injector 
This new injector design brings some advantages. This construction is stiffer, lighter (270 g 
instead of 490 g), reduces moving mass and friction forces. The piezo actuator works very 
fast, this system can make five lifts during one engine cycle. This injector can make multiple 
injections with flexible start of the injection or change intervals between the each injection. 
The injector is driven by the EDC. Reaction time between start of the EDC control and 
reaction of the nozzle needle is about 150 s. 
The main part of this injector is piezo actuator which change yours length in dependence on 
input voltage. 
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Picture 21 Piezo injector: 1-Fuel return, 2-High pressure port, 3-Piezo actuator module, 4-Hydraulic 
coupler (amplifier), 5-Servo valve (control valve), 6-Nozzle module with nozzle needle, 7-Spray hole 
[2][11] 
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2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW SEALING CAP 
 
2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 
Many parts of the CRS are dynamically loaded during its life. One of the main part of the 
CRS is the rail body. And of course this component is also dynamically loaded from the 
internal pressure and vibrations. There is zero pressure inside the body before the engine starts 
and during the maximal engine load the pressure can be more than 2000 bar. These conditions 
are very hard for each component. Forces which act in the assembly during the HPPT are 
shown in the Picture 22. Calculation of these forces which act in the assembly is shown in the 
Attachment 18. Size of these forces in assembly have very big influence on a stress in the 
material and it is necessary to compare these forces on the rail in situations when is used the 
customer pipe and when is used sealing cap. The most important is value of the axial force 
(Fax) and normal force (Fn) because these forces influence the contact pressure between the 
sealing cap and sealing cone on the rail body. 
Every part which is given for commercial use must be safe with high reliability. And these 
properties are probed by a lot of tests. Dynamic loading is always very dangerous, because 
this type of loading decreases the component lifetime. Right the high pressure pulsation test is 
the best method to find out the lifetime of the rail body. Output of this test is Wohler curve of 
the fatigue life. 
 
Picture 22 Forces acting in HPPT assembly 
Target of this diploma thesis is focused on problems with the sealing caps during the HPPT. 
These sealing caps serve to plug the input and output HP connectors during the test. Complete 
assembly of the rail and the other components for this test is shown in the Picture 24. The 
pulsation test is very expensive and takes a lot of time. Usually it can be more than one 
month. However, there are some differences between this test and the real situation. At first 
the test is accelerated by the high pressure pulsation frequency and high maximal pressure 
Maximal pressure is higher than in customer applications. Next difference is absence of the 
high pressure pipes, injectors and other CRS components. Right the high pressure pipes are 
replaced by the special sealing plugs. Detailed information’s about HPPT are in chapter 2.14. 
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From the all theoretical assumptions, FEM analysis and experience was found that the most 
dangerous place is transitions between the axial and radial hole of the rail (Picture 23).  
 
Picture 23 The most dangerous place on rail body 
However, there are sometimes problems with a crack formation on the surface of the sealing 
cone. This defect occurs only when is used rail body with autofretage. These problems can be 
caused by material defects or by overloading of the sealing cone. Material analysis shows that 
the problem is caused by overloading which creates too high stress in the material. 
In the past there were several designs of the sealing caps. These caps are different in shape, 
surface coating, used material etc. The main problem of these caps was overloading of the 
sealing cone and welds between the rail body and the HP connector. This big loading 
sometimes causes problems with defects during the pulsation test. Not optional design of the 
sealing cap cause crackling of the sealing cone and the welds. Occurrence of these defects 
cause that the HPPT is stopped and it is big problem, because this test must be in the worst 
case repeated from the beginning with new rails and it is very time and financial consuming. 
Each modification in the rail design must be verified. Most of these design validations are 
ended by the pulsation test which verifies the influence of the modification on the fatigue 
strength. If there is used the sealing cap with non-representative properties and the crack 
occurs on the sealing cone, pulsation test is not possible to evaluate. In this situation is not 
possible to assess not know what cause of the defect during HPPT. It can be caused by the 
change in design or by the non representative sealing cap. After unsuccessful pulsation test is 
not possible to apply the change in the serial production. Proposal of the new design with 
representative properties will solve this problem and the results of the pulsation test will 
correspond with the customer applications.  
The main difference between these sealing caps and the customer pipe is in the loading of all 
parts. The new design of the sealing cap which creates very similar stress in rail body and 
welds like the customer pipe can reduce the occurrence of the defect on minimum. Each type 
of the sealing cap which was used for the HPPT is described in the next chapter. 
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Picture 24 Left: customer assembly; Right: HPPT assembly 
 
2.1.1 CURRENT SEALING CAPS FOR HPPT 
Purpose of the sealing cap is close the high internal pressure in the rail body. The internal 
pressure crates enormous forces which act on the material of all components. For that reason 
is the stress in material very high and there is necessary to have very resistant sealing cap. 
This cap for the high cycle fatigue stress testing must stand higher pressure that than the 
working pressure in field.  
As was written before testing assembly is different than assembly for customer applications. 
Complete assembly for the pulsation test is figured in the Picture 25 and Picture 26. The main 
difference between the sealing cap and the customer pipe is the different material. Sealing 
caps material is very hard and strong and it contributes to sealing cone overloading. And 
target of this diploma thesis is to find a new sealing cap design that will be able to create very 
similar loading on the sealing cone as customer pipe.  
Development of the sealing caps brings some versions. However, today are in use only two 
designs. First design which is in use is in the Picture 25 and second design is in the Picture 26. 
Complete assembly for the pulsation test is from several parts and it is the rail body, sleeve, 
nut and the sealing cap. In principle, all versions are similar. But each has some little 
differences. All versions are described next. 
 
DESIGN 1 (SEALING CAP 096 – SC096) 
This sealing cap in the HPPT assembly is shown in the Picture 25. It is the first type of the 
sealing cap which is usually used for the HPPT. At first glance is evident a very simple shape. 
In this case is the sleeve and cap designed like one part. Manufacturing of this sealing cap is 
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easy, cheap and fast. Next big advantage is multiple usage possibility. This brought additional 
cost reduction of the pulsation test. 
On the other hand there are some disadvantages. There is necessary to use a high quality 
material if we want something what is suitable for repeated usage. This cap is made from the 
very hard material. And this sealing cap has very high stiffness in radial and axial direction 
and it can be a problem. The maximum allowable axial force is very high and the hard 
material can creates only minimal plastic deformation. In this case is the plastic deformation 
measurable only on surface of the sealing cone but not on the surface of the sealing cap. This 
behavior contributes to overload the sealing cone and it cause problems with the crackling of 
the cone. It is caused by the high contact pressure on sealing surfaces (measurement of the 
contact pressure is in chapter 2.2.2). 
 
Picture 25 Design of the sealing cap 096 
 
DESIGN 2 (SEALING CAP 134 – SC134) 
Next type of the sealing cap which is used for the pulsation test is in the Picture 26. There is 
bigger shape similarity to the customer pipe, but it isn’t the same. Also there is used the very 
hard material. In this case is used the sleeve for transfer the axial force from the nut to the 
sealing cone. But the main difference between this cap and customer pipe is a gap between the 
sleeve and cap body.  
Hard material of the cap and sleeve has also big axial and radial stiffness. In comparison with 
SC096 is the radial stiffness of this cap smaller, but still is it more than has the customer pipe. 
This sealing cap makes the same problems with overloading and crackling of the sealing cone 
like SC096. There are also very small plastic deformations on the sealing surfaces and it 
contributes to the big contact pressure. Besides this cap have a problem with crackling on the 
inner surface of the hole. Rupture on the internal surface can growth up to the outside surface. 
This defect is shown in the Picture 32. Due to the big radial and axial stiffness this type of the 
sealing cap creates non representative loading on the rail body and other parts. 
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Picture 26 Design of the sealing cap 134 
 
OTHER DESIGNS 
Other sealing cap versions will be shortly described in this chapter. Picture 27 showed next 
three sealing caps. All these caps are made from the high quality with heat treatment. On 
position A is a very simple sealing cap with drilled hole. This cap is cheap and easy to 
manufacture. But there is the problem with the end of the hole. Drilling makes very sharp 
corners and it causes as a stress concentrator. This location is predisposed to crackling. For 
this reason it is not good for pulsation test. This variant of the sealing cap was used only once. 
Position B shows similar situation, but there is little change in shape of the hole. The end of 
the hole is rounded. This modification decrease the stress around this corner, but the top is 
still sharp and works as the stress concentrator. This change in shape does not bring big 
improvement in the fatigue life. Cap with this shape was also used very shortly for the 
pulsation test. 
Design C is next version of the sealing cap for the pulsation test, but in this case there was the 
problem with roughness and high radial and axial stiffness. This cap was manufactured by 
machining and it makes problems with poor surface quality. During machining the cutter bit 
creates surface with a sharp edges and this edges makes high stress in surface on the sealing 
cone. Also this caps had the problems with crackling of the sealing cone.  
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Picture 27 Drilled sealing caps. A: with sharp-edged hole end; B: with rounded hole end; C:SC096 
with hole [4]  
 
2.1.2 DEFECTS DURING HPPT 
There are a lot of parameters which have influence on a correct function of the sealing cone 
and the sealing cap. Every material has another properties, change of shape can influence the 
contact stress in the sealing cap and rail body.  Next parameter with big influence on 
reliability is the manufacturing method. Machined surface creates higher surface stress than 
rolled surface. All these details are described in a Focusmatrix which is in Attachment part. 
During HPPT there are some main types of the failures. It is very important to analyze these 
defects, because knowledge of the reasons why these defects arises during the test can shows 
a way how to fix the problem with overloading and crackling.  
The first type of defect is rupture formation on the sealing cone surface. Next type of the 
defect is also formation of a rupture, but in the welds which connects the HP connector with 
the rail body. Both defect types cause stop the test, because with this defect it is not possible 
to seal the internal pressure. Detailed description of each defect is below. Defects are possible 
to find also on the sealing cap. In this case is problematic occurrence of the cracks on the 
internal surface of the sealing cap.  
 
DEFECTS ON THE SEALING CONE 
On the sealing cone is possible to find some types of defects. It can be caused by the wrong 
tightening process, poor quality of the surface coating or geometric shape etc. Every deviation 
from the prescribed conditions can have influence on the functionality. In worst case is 
possible that the sealing cap is not able to seal the internal pressure. For example it can occur 
when the roundness of the sealing cone is too bad. 
In the Picture 28 is showed the first type of defect which is possible to find on the cone 
surface. This defect is caused by the enormous axial force. When the force is bigger than 
prescribed, the contact pressure is very high and it causes the rupture of the surface layer. The 
next event when it can be assumed occurrence of these defects is usage of the sealing caps 
from the hard material. Hard material creates very small contact surface and enormous contact 
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pressure. This defect is inadmissible, because the rail body must be for the HPPT in the 
undamaged state. This damage causes problems with sealing of the high internal pressure. 
Through the microscopic cracks the hydraulic oil can leak. It is necessary to change the rail 
body, when this situation comes. It causes next time and financial costs.  
 
Picture 28 Defect caused by over-tightening of the sealing cone, rupture of the surface layer [4] [11] 
Next possible defect is occurrence of the pitting corrosion on the contact surface between the 
sealing cone and sealing cap. This situation is in the Picture 29. This corrosion is caused by 
the poor quality of the surface coating on the rail body.  During the HPPT the internal 
pressure impacts on the cap. The force from the hydraulic oil pressure acts on the cap and it 
can cause micro-movements of the cap. Poor quality of the surface coating in combination 
with these movements contributes to the pitting corrosion. Also this defect brings problems 
with sealing of the internal pressure and hydraulic oil can leak. This problem is not occurring 
when the quality of the cone surface is good.  
 
 
Picture 29 Pitting corrosion on the sealing cone which is caused by poor surface quality. [11][4] 
 
DEFECTS IN WELD 
Problem with the fatigue life have also welds which connects the HP connector with the rail 
body because these welds are dynamically loaded. There is possible the occurrence of the 
cracks when the weld is not perfect. Burst weld shown Picture 30. This defect can by caused 
by several reasons. The first is existence of the pore in the weld. This pore works like stress 
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concentrator and during the cyclic loading can begin the crack formation on the border 
between the pore and weld. 
The next situation which leads to creation of the cracks in weld is a fast cooling after the 
welding process. Too fast cooling creates high stress in the material and it leads to formation 
of the crack in the weld. It is shown in the Picture 31. 
 
Picture 30 Cracked weld [4] 
 
Picture 31 Left: rupture caused by heat stress in material, right: pore in weld [4] 
 
DEFECTS ON SEALING CAP 
Cyclic loading also acts on the sealing cap. Cap which is similar to the customer pipe have 
hole in body. And the wall of the cap is relatively thin. There are some loads which cause on 
the sealing cap. At first it is the reaction force from the rail body and the second is action of 
the internal pressure. The last is action of the axial force from the tightened nut. This loading 
is significant and it can destroy the cap during HPPT. Destroyed sealing cap from pulsation 
test is in the Picture 32. On the right side is showed simple FEM simulation which represent 
tangential stress in the cap when the maximal internal pressure is applied. FEM analysis 
shows the critical stress on the same place like is the place with crack on the real cap. 
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However, damage of the cap is not the main problem during the HPPT, because this part can 
be replaced by another cap and the pulsation test continues. On the other hand, when the rail 
sealing cone is damaged the whole test must be repeated.  
 
Picture 32 Crack on external and internal surface of the sealing cap, smart FEM simulation shows the 
most tangential stress loaded area [4] 
 
2.2 PROPERTIES OF THE CUSTOMER PIPE AND SEALING CAPS 
For proposal of the new sealing cap is necessary to have a lot of information. Only knowledge 
of processes which occurs on the sealing cone can brings the new design which will be better 
than the current sealing caps. There are a lot of parameters that affects the correct function of 
the sealing cap. At first it is transfer of the axial force from the nut to the sealing cone. Next is 
size of the contact surface and the contact pressure between the cap and the rail body. Of 
course it is not all what can affect the good function of the sealing cap.  Important is also the 
surface roughness, material hardness, sealing cap manufacturing process, etc.  
Is necessary to analyze all these properties and describe it because this knowledge will be 
used for proposal of the new sealing cap design. 
 
2.2.1 AXIAL FORCES MEASUREMENT 
One of very important information in this case is real axial force on the sealing cone in the rail 
body. Size of this axial force can be changed by a lot of parameters, for example by the 
lubrication, stiffness of all components, etc. 
To discover the real axial force is necessary to have the same measurement conditions on all 
parts like during the pulsation test. There must be the same lubrication, tightening parameters 
etc. To obtain sufficient accurate results was made ten measurements for each type of the 
sealing caps. It means five measurements with lubrication and five without lubrication. 
Schematic of the axial force measurement is in the Picture 33. For this measurement is needed 
adjusted rail body with the holes on the opposite side then are the HP connectors. These holes 
with thread serve for connection of the rail with the load cell by the rail holder. The sealing 
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cone in the rail body is removed and on this place is the pin with sealing cone on his upper 
side (position 5 in the Picture 33). Pin transfers the axial force from the nut to the electrical 
stress gauge. The nut is tightened by tightening machine with prescribed torque. Required 
tightening parameters are sets in the control software. There is possible to set the tightening 
time, angle, moment, sampling frequency etc. These boundary conditions are described in the 
next chapter. 
 
Picture 33 Assembly for axial force  measurement, 1-nut, 2-sealing cap, 3-rail body, 4-rail holder, 5-
pin with sealing cone, 6-electrical stress gauge, 7-load cell body [4] 
 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR AXIAL FORCE MEASUREMENT 
For this type of measurement is important to choose the correct conditions. Every small detail 
can change results of the measured axial force. There was selected maximal tightening torque 
and type of lubrication as boundary conditions. Maximal tightening torque was the same for 
all types of the sealing caps. Next parameter was lubricating of the contact surfaces. Customer 
pipes were lubricated by customer Vaseline. For the sealing caps there was used hydraulic oil. 
Condition 
Customer 
sealing cap 
Sealing cap 096 Sealing cap 134 
Clearing 
procedure 
From 
producer 
Cleaning emulsion 
Lubrication 
Customer 
vaseline 
Hydraulic oil 
Tightening torque The same for all 
Table 1 Boundary condition for axial force measurement 
 
PROCEDURE OF AXIAL FORCE MEASUREMENT 
The axial forces measurement was executed in the laboratory by the tightening machine 
Rexroth. There was needful to prepare all parts for measurement. It means manufacture the 
adjusted rail bodies and special pins, obtain the hydraulic oil which is used during pulsation 
test for lubrication, obtain all types of the sealing caps, cleaning procedure for all parts, etc. In 
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serial production there are several types of the cleaning emulsions. And there was used 
emulsion which has the best lubrication parameters. It is the best to create maximal axial 
force. 
Today are in use two types of the sealing cap and for comparison with customer pipe was 
necessary to know the properties of both types. Detailed description of this caps are in chapter 
2.1.1. Each type of the sealing cap makes different axial force on the sealing cone, because 
each cap has the different shape, surface quality, stiffness in radial and axial direction etc. 
Next very important parameter for a magnitude of the axial force is lubrication of all contact 
areas (sealing cone, threads, contact surfaces between nut and sleeve). One of the boundary 
conditions of this measurement was the maximal tightening torque. And right this value is 
influenced by friction. When the friction coefficient is too high the maximal tightening 
moment will be reached soon at the small tightening angle and it cause small axial force. 
Tightening by the angle is not affected by friction, but in technical specification for the 
customer applications is prescribed tightening by maximal moment and therefore this method 
is also used for this measurement. 
There is necessary to have accurate information about customer pipe, because we need new 
design of the sealing cap which will be very similar to customer pipe. Therefore is necessary 
to measure axial forces with customer pipe, nut and customer lubrication method. Measuring 
with the customer pipes is in the Picture 34. 
 
Picture 34 Tightening machine for axial force measurement: 1-rail body with sealing cap and nut, 2-
torque moment sensor, 3-load cell with stress gauge, 4-tightening machine 
For each type of the sealing cap were performed five measurements without lubrication and 
five measurements with lubrication. There was used hydraulic oil which is in the testing stand 
for lubrication of the sealing caps. There was used special customer Vaseline for customer 
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pipes lubrication and this lubricant was applied only on the HP connector threads. Right this 
lubrication method is used in customer applications. 
At first was measured SC096 without lubrication. There were performed five measurements 
with the rail body no. 1, pin no.1, rail holder no.1 and five sealing caps. The first sealing cap 
was used only once for the first sealing cone, the second sealing cap was used for the second 
sealing cone and so on.  Measurement continued with the same type of the sealing cap and 
rail, but with the new pin no.2 and with lubrication (hydraulic oil).  
The same procedure was applied on the next type of the sealing cap (SC134) with the new rail 
body, rail holder and pin. At first there was made five measurements without lubrication and 
after, with next new pin, there was made measurements with lubrication.  
And the last measurements were performed with the customer pipes, customer nuts, last rail 
body, rail holder and last two pins. For lubrication there was used customer Vaseline. Online 
data from one of this measurement is in the Picture 35. 
 
Picture 35 Online measured data - graph of axial force and tightening torque in dependence on time 
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RESULTS OF THE AXIAL FORCE MEASUREMENT 
From the measured values of the axial forces are evident big differences between each type of 
the sealing cap. These differences are caused by different shape of the sealing caps, type of 
the nuts, stiffness of the caps and nuts and used type of lubrication. From the measured data is 
evident that the lubricated cap makes bigger axial force then the cap without lubrication. It is 
caused by the lower friction coefficient which allows bigger tightening angle of the nut by the 
same moment. The worst case appears with customer pipes. There is difference about 30% in 
the axial force between lubricated and non-lubricated pipes. All graphs of the axial forces 
measurement and the comparison of the sealing caps and customer pipe are in the Attachment 
part. 
There is only Graph 1 where is showed the five measurements with customer pipe with 
lubrication. There are seven lines in this graph. Solid lines represent original measured data 
and next two broken lines represent maximal a minimal axial force which is statistically 
calculated with three sigma rule with 99.7% probability. These two lines create interval 
borders in which lie 99.7% potentially measured values.  
 
Graph 1 Measured data with lubricated customer pipe 
The main output of this measurement is comparison of the maximal axial forces. This is 
shown on Graph 2. Measured data shows big difference between the sealing caps and the 
customer pipe. Caps from hard material with big stiffness create bigger axial force than 
customer pipe which is made from soft material. Next reason why the axial forces are 
different is friction coefficient. 
Customer pipes are made from the soft material with the biggest friction coefficient. For this 
measurement was used pipes without a special surface coating. It is normally used in 
customer applications, because only these pipes were available. This coating reduces the 
friction coefficient and increases the axial force value. This difference is not insignificant. The 
blue lines in Graph 2 represent results of measurement with customer pipes and there is 
evident that the sealing caps make bigger axial forces. Too high axial force can cause 
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overloading of the sealing cone. In combination with the hard material and small contact 
surface it can be very dangerous for fatigue strength of the sealing cone during pulsation test. 
SC096 has big difference between the non-lubricated and lubricated surfaces. These caps are 
produced by machining and the surface roughness is worse than surface on the SC134. In this 
case lubrication can significantly increase the maximal value of the axial force. On the other 
hand the difference between the lubricated and non-lubricated SC134 is not big. This is 
caused by sleeve which is freely on the sealing cap and during tightening the sleeve can turn.  
 
Graph 2 Comparison of average axial forces 
 
2.2.2 CONTACT PRESSURE AND THE IMPRINT MEASUREMENT 
Next measured parameter of the customer pipe and sealing caps is a width of the contact 
surface. Thanks to the knowledge of the contact surface width we obtain the contact pressure 
value. The contact pressure is very important for good internal pressure sealing. To reliable 
seal the internal pressure must be the contact pressure several times bigger than is the internal 
pressure. This requirement is based on the experiences of the Bosch Company. The maximal 
internal pressure during HPPT can be 400 MPa. It means that the minimal contact pressure 
can be more than 800 MPa. 
There is the second reason why is this information needful. It is necessary during the new cap 
designing. Applying of the contact pressure creates one load step in the FEM analysis which 
also affects the final shape of the new sealing cap.  More info is in the chapter 2.4.  
Contact pressure was calculated from the acting axial force and width of the contact surface. 
Axial force was created by the press which acts on the adjusted sealing cap. These caps are in 
the Picture 36. Adjustment consisted in cut on the maximum diameter of the sleeve because 
there is possible to create x-section with big surface. This modification is very important for 
high caps and pipes stability during the pressing process. Adjusted cap was putted into the rail 
sealing cone and after the cap was pressed into the sealing cone by defined axial force. 
Measuring on press machine is shown in the Picture 37. It was measured width of the plastic 
deformation (distance a) after the pressing process. It was measured on the head of the 
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customer pipe or on the rail sealing cone in cases when the sealing caps were used. From 
acting axial force and size of the contact area is easy to obtain contact pressure between cap 
and rail cone. 
 
Picture 36 Adjusted customer pipe, SC096, SC134 for imprint measurement 
      
Picture 37 Left: Pressing process with adjusted customer pipe; Right: dimensions of the plastic 
defromation 
 
PROCEDURE OF THE IMPRINT MEASUREMENT 
Width of the imprinted area was measured with the customer pipes and both types of the 
sealing caps. The first measurement was made with customer pipes in the five loading levels.  
Each loading level was applied on three pieces. The first loading step was 5 kN. Each pipe 
and cone was used only once. It means that the new pipe was pressed into the new sealing 
cone. Next loading level was 10 kN, 15 kN, 20 kN and 25 kN. In each level the measurement 
procedure was the same. In case of the customer pipes was the first level 5kN because the 
pipe is made from the soft material and small plastic deformations was assumed since the low 
load. 
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Picture 38 Red broken line shows non-deformed shape of the customer pipe head. Blue line shows 
deformed shape after applying 25kN 
For the sealing caps SC096 and SC134 was the pressing process absolutely the same like in 
case of the customer pipes, but of course with the different results. These caps are made from 
the very hard and resistant material and the plastic deformation was measurable until the 
highest loading level. For this reason the measurement was made only with 10, 15, 20, 25 kN. 
Solidity of cap material is higher than rail material. Therefore the plastic deformation was on 
the sealing cone surface, but not on the sealing cap head. Mostly the imprinted area was 
evident, but sometimes was very difficult or impossible to recognize the contact surface 
correctly. This measurement is not included in evaluation. In the Picture 39 (the scale in 
horizontal and vertical direction isn’t the same) is one of imprint measurement on the sealing 
cone surface. There is easy to recognize the imprinted area. 
 
Picture 39 Red square shows width of the imprinted area on rail body after applying 25kN axial force 
RESULTS OF THE IMPRINT MEASUREMENT 
Measured data correspond with the supposed behavior of the sealing caps. Width of the 
imprinted area is bigger when the soft material is used, because this material creates bigger 
plastic deformation. Graph 3 shows axial force dependence on width of the contact surface. 
There is evident that the customer pipe is made from the soft material, because there is small 
gradient of the blue line. On the other hand SC134 and SC096 are made from the hard 
material and gradient is bigger. The SC096 without hole creates smaller contact surface than 
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the SC134 because in this case the material don’t have free space for deformation inside the 
cap. 
 
Graph 3 Width of the contact area in dependence on axial force 
 
CALCULATION OF THE CONTACT PRESSURE 
There is prescribed sealing diameter for the customer pipe and sealing caps. In the Picture 40 
is showed the cap sealing diameter and the same value is on the SC134. Last cap SC096 is 
little different in the shape of the head. There is different sealing diameter. Contact pressure is 
computed like acting force divided by the contact area. The contact area is computed as the 
sealing cone surface part. Equations for the contact pressure calculation are presented below. 
The same calculation procedure was used for all loading steps and caps. 
 
Picture 40 a) sealing diameter on the sealing cap; b) complete sealing cone on the rail body; c) 
contact surface between sealing cap and rail body; Ds – sealing diameter 
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CALCULATION OF THE CONTACT PRESSURE: 
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CONTACT PRESSURE - RESULTS 
Results of all measurements represent the Graph 4. There are evident big differences between 
each type of the sealing cap. At the beginning was assumption that the major influence on the 
contact pressure has material hardness. Measured data confirm this hypothesis. 
Customer pipe is made from the soft material which creates relatively big elastic deformation. 
Measurement where was used low loading level shows unreal contact pressure. This area is 
depicted by the blue broken line square in the Graph 4. It is caused by big ratio between the 
plastic and elastic deformation. It means that the measurement at low loads is very influenced 
by the elastic deformation (difference between real and measured contact surface is big). 
Approximately real progress of the contact pressure is in the Graph 4 depicted by the blue dot 
line. Pressure profile of the customer pipe shows another interesting feature. The value of the 
contact pressure holds approximately on the same level although the axial force increase. It 
means that when the soft material is used, increasing of the axial force doesn’t bring 
increasing of the contact pressure.  
The red line represents contact pressure of the SC096. There isn’t problem with influence of 
the elastic deformation on the contact pressure because in this case was measurement done 
only at high loading levels and the cap is made from hard material which can’t create big 
elastic deformation.  
SC134 creates smaller contact pressures although this cap is made from the same material as 
SC096.  Lower value of the contact pressure is caused by the hole in the sealing cap. Due to 
this hole is contact pressure smaller because the material of the cap head on the contact 
surface can be easily deformed. But also this type of sealing cap form significantly greater 
contact pressure than customer pipe. 
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Graph 4 Results of the contact pressure measurements 
Measured data shows supposed results. SC096 creates the biggest contact pressure from all 
types of the sealing caps and it contributes to overloading and crackling of the sealing cone. 
SC134 shows similar behavior. Also there is the contact pressure too big. Evaluation of these 
measurements brings information that the best option how to not to overload the sealing cone 
is use a soft material. For representative pulsation test is necessary to have the sealing cap 
which is very similar to the customer pipe. It is reason why is the soft material used for new 
design of the sealing cap. 
 
2.2.3 OTHER PARAMETERS OF THE CUSTOMER PIPE AND SEALING CAPS 
 
SURFACE ROUGHNESS, FRICTION COEFFICIENT 
For obtain a good fatigue life of the cap is suitable smooth surface because big roughness can 
cause like stress concentrator. Sharp protrusions on the surface of the cap head can bite into 
the sealing cone surface and so cause the local extreme stress. And it is very good conditions 
for the crack formation. Big roughness also causes big friction coefficient between the cap 
and rail body and it can make problems with transfer of the axial force, because part of the 
axial force will be used for overcome the static friction. From these reasons is good to 
prescribe low roughness on the contact surface of the new sealing cap.  In the extreme 
situation the poor surface quality can brings problems with sealing of the internal pressure. 
At customer pipe is not possible obtain the roughness value from drawings because this 
component is not manufactured by the Robert Bosch Company. It is obtained from the 
external supplier. Therefore the roughness was measured. On both sealing caps (SC134 and 
SC096) are the roughness prescribed on the drawings. 
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METHOD OF MANUFACTURE AND MATERIAL HARDNESS 
Manufacturing method can cause differences between cap and pipe. Customer pipe is made 
by rolling where at the beginning the sleeve is stringed on the pipe and after the cap head is 
rolled into the defined shape. This process creates strengthening of the upper material layer. 
On sealing surface of the new sealing cap was prescribed the same hardness as has the 
customer pipe. Sealing caps SC134 and SC096 are made by cutting operation. This method 
don’t create strengthened layer. But these caps are made from hard material. And next 
difference is that these machined caps have bigger roughness than customer pipe. 
 
DYNAMIC LOADING OF THE SEALING CONE AND HP CONNECTOR [9] 
On the sealing caps and the other parts impacts the axial force from the tightened nut and 
force from the internal pressure in the rail body. Acting of these forces is shown in the Picture 
41.  When the nut is tightened the axial force (Fax) acts on the sealing cone and HP pipe and 
after is the internal pressure applied. Increasing of the internal pressure causes load reducing 
on the sealing cone and sealing pipe but on the other hand causes load increasing in the HP 
connector, weld and nut. When the internal pressure is on the top level the sealing cone and 
cap is maximally unloaded (Fmincone), but load of the HP connector and nut is on the maximal 
level (Fmax). Force which is created by internal pressure (Fpressure) is depicted by red arrows in 
join screw diagrams at the Picture 41. 
For each material is dynamic loading very dangerous because it reduces the fatigue life. In 
this case is the crucial loading of the sealing cone. In the Picture 41 is magnitude of dynamic 
force on sealing cone described like Fdyncone. The smaller dynamic force on the sealing cone is 
better for fatigue life. Screw diagrams shows difference between the customer pipe with small 
stiffness and sealing cap form hard material with high stiffness. For obtain small dynamic 
loading on the sealing cap is suitable to use soft material. It is the next reason why the sealing 
caps from the hard material overloads the sealing cone. 
 
Picture 41 Screw diagram for customer pipe (left) and sealing cap (right) [9]; Fax - Axial force at the 
assembly of HP pipe, Fpressure - Axial force from internal pressure, Fdyn - Additional force acting on the 
HP connector thread and weld seam caused by internal pressure, Fmax -Maximal force loading the HP 
connector at pressure peaks, Fmincone - Minimal force on the sealing cone due to the maximal inner 
pressure, Fdyncone – Dynamic loading of the sealing cone and HP pipe or sealing cap 
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2.3 REQUIREMENTS ON THE NEW SEALING CAP 
This sealing cap must not to overload the sealing cone during pulsation test. Because only cap 
which is similar to customer pipe can creates representative loading on the rail body 
especially on sealing cone. Present caps are different from customer pipe and the stress in rail 
body is not representative to real customer application.  
At the beginning was needful to determine the requirements for the new sealing cap design. 
All of these points are very important for good sealing function during HPPT and influence 
the shape of the new sealing cap. 
 
HIGH PRESSURE SEALING 
It is the main task of each sealing cap. The cap must the internal pressure seal very precisely, 
because the pulsation test runs under the extreme conditions. Each minimal defect can cause 
leakage between the sealing cap and sealing cone.  
Sealing function is ensured by contact pressure between the sealing surfaces. From 
experiences of the Bosch Company is known that the contact pressure must several times 
bigger than the internal pressure. During pulsation test can be the maximal testing pressure 
400 MPa. In the worst case the minimal contact pressure can be more than 800 MPa. From 
measured data in the chapter 2.2.2 is evident that this minimal contact pressure is executed 
with both types of the sealing caps and also with customer pipe. But in case of the sealing 
caps (SC134 and SC096) is the contact pressure several times bigger than is necessary.  As 
was written before it is the reason why is the soft material used for new sealing cap. 
 
Picture 42 Theoretical progress of contact pressure on sealing cone 
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WELD LOADING SIMILAR LIKE IN FIELD 
Similarity to the customer pipe is also given by loading of the weld seam. There is better to 
use sealing caps from the hard material, because these caps create lower dynamic force in 
weld during the pressure pulsation. This behavior is evident from the screw join diagrams in 
the Picture 41. But bigger dynamic force in weld would not be a problem, because crackling 
of the weld seam is mostly caused by defects from manufacturing, but not by dynamic force.  
 
SEALING CONE LOADING SIMILAR LIKE IN FIELD 
This condition is very important. Only when the loading conditions on sealing cone will be 
similar to the loading with the customer pipe is possible to say that the pulsation test shows 
representative results. There is next reason why is this requirement important. When the rail 
bodies will crack also with new sealing cap, there could be problem in design of HP interface. 
But this situation is not probable, because the rail bodies in serial production don’t have 
problem with crackling on the sealing cone surface. 
 
HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE STRENGTH TESTING WITH P50% >P50%RAIL 
Rail body is designed at maximal working pressure 2000 bar (+ reserve for system pressure 
peaks). There is used bigger internal pressure during the high pressure pulsation test, because 
it is accelerated test. From results of the HPPT we obtain 50% probability of rail body failure. 
And our target is to have sealing cap which has this probability bigger than rail body, because 
in that case is possible to assume that the rail body cracks before the sealing cap.   
 
PREVENT ROTATION OF THE CAP DURING ASSEMBLING 
Customer pipe is bended into the shape which is needful for connecting the rail body with 
injectors or HP pump. HP pipe must be in the correct position because only in this position is 
possible to connect the rail with the other parts. Any rotations with tightened pipe can cause 
small defects on contact surface and it can bring problems with leakage. For this reason it is 
necessary to hold the pipe in the stable position. The same problem can occurs during 
preparation of the pulsation test. Therefore the sealing cap must be held in the correct 
position. It is assured by 5 mm surface for wrench on the top of the sealing cap. 
 
SEALING CAP MUST BE MORE DEFORMABLE THAN SEALING CONE ON THE RAIL 
It is very important parameter. The sealing cone on the rail body must be non-deformed after 
tightening of the customer pipe because when is necessary to change HP pipe by another, the 
sealing cone must be in perfect condition. The same situation on sealing cone is necessary to 
have during pulsation test because deformation of the sealing cone can cause problem with 
leakage and crack formation. This requirement is executed by usage of the soften material 
than is material of the rail body.  
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CAP ROUGHNESS MUST BE THE SAME LIKE PIPE IN FIELD 
Because the new sealing cap is not manufactured by the same technology like customer pipe 
is necessary to prescribe the same roughness on the sealing surface.  The roughness of the 
customer pipe was measured and the same value is prescribed for the new sealing cap. 
 
2.4 PROPOSAL OF THE NEW SEALING CAP 
A fundamental of each development is enough of information about the current versions and 
problems of these designs. All these piece of knowledge are suitable to collect on the one 
place and compare it. Overview of parameters of the sealing caps and customer pipe is 
showed by Focusmatrix. It is in Attachment part. Basically Focusmatrix is table where is 
information about each design of the sealing cap and HP pipe. There are all measured data, 
description of all important details and properties. When all this information is on one place is 
very easy to compare advantages and disadvantages of each design and use this information 
for proposal of the new sealing cap design. 
At the beginning of each invention is requirement to improve something what can be better. 
In case of the sealing caps for HPPT is target to approach the new design to the customer pipe 
which is used in the serial production. Why is necessary to have sealing cap which is very 
similar co customer pipe? Because only this cap can creates representative loading on the 
sealing cone, in weld seam in HP connector and other parts. With caps which have different, 
shape, material properties, stiffness etc. is loading on these important parts different from 
loading on real customer applications. Pulsation test serves like acceleration test for obtain the 
rail body fatigue life. The HPPT don’t have the same working conditions as the real engine. 
For representative results of the pulsation test is suitable to have similar conditions as in the 
customer applications. It is necessary to load all components in HPPT assembly were similar 
to load with customer pipe.  
Maybe somebody can ask the second question. Why is not used the customer pipe with one 
blocked end for the pulsation test? There are several reasons why it is not possible. The first is 
complicated sealing of the free pipe end. The second reason is insufficient fatigue strength of 
HP pipe. These pipes are currently designed for maximal pressure about 2200 bar and 
maximal pressure during pulsation test can be up to 4000 bar. Next very important reason is 
size of the pipe internal volume. For the pulsation test is important small internal volume of 
the testing objects because big internal volume decrease frequency of the pressure pulsation. 
It cause that the test is more expensive and takes more time. 
 
2.4.1 FUNDAMENTAL IDEA OF THE NEW SEALING CAP DESIGN 
The basic idea is to have sealing cap which is similar to the customer pipe, but which is also 
able to survive the bigger pressure loading during the pulsation test. These requirements are 
contradictory. For approach to the customer pipe should be used soft material, similar shape 
and assembly must be from two parts (separated cap and sleeve). On the other hand for good 
fatigue life is suitable strong material. There is used soft material for new sealing cap, because 
the main target is approaching to the customer pipe. For long fatigue life isn’t this material 
too suitable, but it can be solved very simply. The new design innovation is based on the 
pressing of the sleeve on the cap body.  
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Internal pressure creates the tensile tangential stress in the cap body which is dangerous for 
crack formation on the internal surface. When the sleeve is pressed on the cap the interference 
creates pressure tangential stress in the cap material which compensates the tensile stress in 
the cap body. This effect shows a simple FEM analysis in the Picture 43 and Picture 44. There 
is used only elastic material and the cap is loaded by internal pressure and contact pressure on 
sealing surface of the cap head.  
On the Picture 43 is design with a gap between the sleeve and the cap body. The results shows 
the maximal tensile tangential stress about 600-800 MPa, but when is used overlap between 
the cap and sleeve the tangential stress in cap decrease approximately to 150 MPa. There is 
the overlap randomly selected and this analysis only shows influence of the overlap. In the 
Picture 44 is evident increasing of the pressure tangential stress in the sealing cap body, but it 
is not problem for fatigue life. 
 
 
Picture 43 There is the sealing cap assembly designed with gap between cap and sleeve. Simplified 
analysis of the tangential stress. Left: with internal pressure; Right: without internal pressure.  
 
Picture 44 Simplified analysis of the tangential stress shows the influence of the interference between 
cap and sleeve. Left: with the internal pressure; Right: without internal pressure.  
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2.4.2 NEW DESIGN 1 (ND1) 
The first variant of the sealing cap is shown in the Picture 45. This design copies the shape of 
the customer pipe because there was assumption that the new cap will be made by producer of 
customer pipes. That would mean the same production technology and the same material. It 
could bring big advantages, because the new sealing cap would be very similar to customer 
pipe. However, after communication with the producer was found out that this design is not 
possible to manufacture by the same technology. 
There is a gap between the cap and sleeve. This gap was designed for facilitation of the 
pressing process. On the other hand it makes non-uniform pretension in material of the 
sealing cap. This gap represents problematic place in this design, because there is not 
interference that would compensate the internal pressure. And it is important disadvantage of 
this design. 
 
Picture 45 The first new design of the sealing cap 
 
2.4.3 NEW DESIGN 2 (ND2) 
In the Picture 46 is the second design of the new sealing cap. This version has simplified 
geometry than the ND1. There is used only one diameter on the sealing cap body. This 
modification brings uniform compensate pressure at the whole sleeve length. The pressing of 
the sleeve on the cap is easier. Also with this shape is the manufacturing less time and 
financial demanding. This aspect was also very important because there wasn’t a lot of time 
for manufacturing. 
This design is very similar to the customer pipe, but it isn’t absolutely the same. There are 
some differences. At firs there is prescribed overlap between the cap and sleeve. Choice of 
correct overlap is described in chapter 2.7. The second difference is a blind hole in the sealing 
cap. Very important parameter is the hole depth, because this hole influences the radial 
stiffness of the cap. For new sealing cap is necessary to have very similar radial stiffness as 
has the customer pipe. The analysis of the correct hole depth is in the chapter 2.6. Finally this 
design was chosen for new sealing cap, because it brings some advantages for manufacturing 
and assembling with sleeve. 
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Picture 46 The second New design of the sealing cap 
 
2.5 MATERIAL CHOICE FOR THE NEW SEALING CAP 
New sealing cap should have the same material properties as the customer pipe because we 
can assume that the same material creates the same plastic deformation after tightening.  For 
the new sealing cap was prescribed the same material as is for customer pipe. The customer 
pipe is heat treated, but the method of the heat treatment is unknown. There was not possible 
to obtain detailed information about the material properties from the supplier of the customer 
pipes. There was only possible to measure the material hardness of the customer pipe and the 
same hardness was prescribed for new sealing cap. With this adjustment we can assume that 
the new cap will have very similar properties as the customer pipe. 
 
2.6 CHOICE OF THE CORRECT HOLE DEPTH 
Hole depth in the cap can very significantly affect the sealing cap radial stiffness. Right this 
parameter is very important for contact pressure on sealing surfaces. The shallow hole causes 
that the cap has big radial stiffness and it creates bigger contact pressure than the customer 
pipe. With increasing length of the hole the radial stiffness decreases. And from one point the 
radial stiffness is the same like has the customer pipe. When the stiffness in radial direction 
will be similar to the customer pipe is possible to assume that the loading will be similar too. 
 
2.6.1 FEM ANALYSIS OF THE CORRECT HOLE DEPTH 
Correct hole depth in the sealing cap was obtained from Abaqus FEM analysis. There were 
created 2D models of the sealing cap and sleeve with minimal overlap which is on customer 
pipe. Size of this overlap is explained in chapter 2.7. At first there was created model without 
hole and next models were with increasing depth of the hole in the sealing cap. In the Picture 
47 are showed models from the Abaqus with increasing depth of the hole. The hole length in 
models increase by 1 mm. And these models were compared with customer pipe where the 
hole is through. 
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INPUT INFORMATION FOR FEM ANALYSIS 
The main input information for the FEM analysis like is the material characteristics and 
interaction properties are in Table 2.  
 
 
Picture 47 2D models for FEM analysis of the hole depth influence on the radial stiffness. On the right 
is customer pipe where is the hole through all. 
Input information for FEM analysis 
Material 
characteristics 
Linear isotropic material   
Young’s modulus 210 000 MPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
Interaction 
properties 
Friction coefficient 0.12 
Element type 
CAX4:  A 4-node bilinear 
axisymmetric quadrilateral 
 
Element size For cap and sleeve  0.1 mm 
Table 2 Main input information for FEM analysis. 
 
There was used 2D and axis symmetric analysis in Abaqus software for solution of this 
problem. In this case was possible to use only 2D model because cap and sleeve are rotational 
parts. This solution is not computationally demanding and is very fast. For all models were 
used the same boundary condition and loads. 
There is boundary condition prescribed only on the top surface of the sleeve. On this surface 
is blocked the movement in axial direction. This boundary condition has the same function 
like contact between nut and sleeve. 
On the cap act two different loads. The first is internal pressure and the second is contact 
pressure. The size of the contact pressure is obtained from the imprint measurement in chapter 
2.2.2. There is used maximal average contact pressure for maximal axial force. And the 
internal pressure is the maximal working pressure which can be in the CRS. 
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There was used the same element type with the same size for each model. For precise 
progress of the tangential stress on the hole internal surface is necessary to have relatively 
good mesh with small elements. In this simple analysis is this fine mesh used for the whole 
cap and sleeve. There is used element size 0.1 mm and the mesh is Quad-dominated with a 
free meshing technique. Mesh, boundary condition and loads are shown in the Picture 48.  
 
Picture 48 Mesh, boundary conditions and loads in FEM analysis 
 
RESULTS 
This analysis compares the maximal radial deformations and from the results are evident big 
differences. Sealing cap without the hole has the biggest radial stiffness and the radial 
deformation is minimal. Otherwise the customer pipe with the hole which is through all has 
maximal radial deformation twice bigger. Dependence of the radial deformation on the depth 
of the hole is showed in the Graph 5. Target was to find out the depth which creates the same 
radial deformation as the customer pipe. Blue line in Graph 5 shows the maximal radial 
deformation in dependence on the hole depth. From the orange line (hole depth axis) is the 
radial deformation very similar to the customer pipe and after the orange line is the maximal 
deformation still the same. For minimal internal volume is used right this value for the hole. 
 
Graph 5 and Picture 49 Influence of the hole depth on the radial deformation analysis results. 
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2.7 CHOICE OF OVERLAP FOR SLEEVE AND CAP 
The main idea of the new sealing cap design is based on stress compensation which is created 
by the internal pressure. It is reason why the overlap is very important parameter. Right this 
feature determines how much the stress in cap body will be compensated. There is necessary 
to find the interference which can adequately compensate the tensile tangential stress. This 
problem was solved by FEM analysis where were compared several different fits. Critical 
place for crack formation is the internal surface of the hole and right here was analyzed the 
tangential stress. Progress of this analysis is showed in the Table 3. 
The first task was decision about suitable fit for the sleeve and cap. Information about 
minimal size of the interference was obtained from customer pipe. For this reason was 
necessary to press out the customer pipe from the sleeve (Picture 50), because when is the 
pipe pressed out is easy to measure the elastic part of the interference between cap and sleeve. 
 
Picture 50 Left: Customer pipe with pressed out sleeve; Right: Arrow shows plastic deformation on 
customer pipe; 1-HP pipe, 2-sleeve 
The next step was measuring of the HP pipe outside diameter and sleeve inside diameter. 
Difference of both diameters obtains information about elastic overlap on the customer pipe. 
This value was taken like minimal overlap for the new sealing cap design. Maximal overlap 
was obtained from FEM analysis. There was necessary to found the interference which 
maximally compensates the tangential stress in the sealing cap. For new sealing cap was 
chosen three different fit. 
  
Interference 
FEM 
analysis 
FEMFAT 
analysis 
HPPT 
verification 
 
Small overlap Yes No No 
Middle overlap Yes Yes Yes 
Big overlap Yes No No 
Table 3 Analysis progress 
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2.7.1 FEM ANALYSIS OF THE TANGENTIAL STRESS 
Analysis of the stress in the cap was made by the FEM software Abaqus. For all these fits was 
necessary to create 2D axially symmetric models. There was possible to use a simple 2D 
analysis which is not too demanding. It is very similar analysis as in the previous chapter. 
There was used the same loading and very similar mesh, but this analysis was focused on the 
stress in material not on deformations.  
 
INPUT INFORMATION FOR FEM ANALYSIS 
There was used material with the same properties like are described in Table 2. Also the 
contact properties and boundary condition are the same. 
On sealing cap acts two different load steps. The first is the contact pressure on the sealing 
surface. This pressure is the same as in the previous analysis in the chapter 2.6.1. The second 
loading step is the internal pressure. There was used maximal pressure which can occurs 
during the HPPT. These loads are depicted in the Picture 51. 
In this analysis was used a different mesh. There was used dense mesh on contact surfaces, on 
the hole internal surface and on the sealing surface of the cap. This mesh gives better results 
on the important areas. The global seed has element size 0.5 mm and the dens mesh has 
element size 0.1 mm. Mesh for this analysis is shown in the Picture 52. 
 
Picture 51 Left: path where was analyzed tangential stress caused by different fits; Right: Loads and 
BC on 2D model. 
 
Picture 52  Mesh for tangential stress analysis  
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RESULTS 
There is suitable to have pressure stress in the material for the long fatigue life, because 
tensile stress contributes to the crack formation. For the new sealing cap were chosen several 
fits with different maximal overlap. The ability to compensate the action of the internal 
pressure of the each fit is different.  
The tangential stress was evaluated in the each node on the internal surface of the blind hole. 
The node path is depicted by red line in the Picture 51. The first node is on the edge of the 
chamfer and the path continues to the top of the hole. Progress of the tangential stress on this 
path is shown in Graph 6 and Graph 7. There is the big tangential stress at first nodes, because 
there acts the contact pressure and the cap is pressed into the sealing cone. On the next nodes 
the tangential stress still increases to maximal value and this region is critical from the 
viewpoint of the maximum tensile stress and crack formation.  
In Graph 6 and Graph 7 the solid lines represent stress with the minimal overlap of the 
tolerance zone and the broken lines represent results with the maximal overlap. Overlap target 
is compensating of the tensile tangential stress and move it in to the pressure area. Best result 
brings tolerance zone with maximal overlap. This fit moves the tangential stress into the 
pressure region most of all. When the internal pressure is applied only the maximum overlap 
from the fit with the biggest overlap can creates pressure tangential stress nearly on all nodes 
on the path. This situation represents the green broken line in Graph 6. On the other hand this 
fit makes the highest demands on the sleeve, and it is big problem. In this situation is the 
tensile tangential stress in sleeve very high and it is not good for fatigue strength. There was 
necessary to find a compromise between the stress compensating ability and fatigue strength 
of the sleeve. There was selected overlap which adequately compensate acting of the internal 
pressure and which not overloads the sleeve. 
 
Graph 6 Comparison of the tangential stress when the internal pressure is applied..  
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Graph 7 Comparison of the tangential stress when the internal pressure is not applied. 
 
2.8 FATIGUE LIFE EVALUTATION BASED ON SMITH’S DIAGRAM 
The selected interference fit can sufficiently compensate the influence of the internal pressure, 
but this fit must be also analyzed from the viewpoint of fatigue life. For this reason the 
Smith’s diagram (modified Goodman diagram in English literature [6]) for fatigue life was 
constructed. It is the first theoretical verification of the suitability of the selected interference 
fit. If the loading cycles lie inside the Smith’s diagram is possible to assume that the fatigue 
failure does not occurs.  
 
SMITH’S DIAGRAM INPUT DATA 
For construction of this diagram is necessary to have some information about material of the 
sealing cap. At first it is the ultimate strength (Rm), second is the yield strength (Re) and last is 
the endurance limit ( c). The ultimate strength and the yield strength are defined by the 
material characteristics. The endurance limit is obtained from a simple calculation (5) [3]. 
Next what is necessary to have are maximal and minimal stress values during the loading 
cycle. It means the maximal stress ( max), the minimal stress ( min), the midrange stress ( m) 
and the stress amplitude ( a). Equations for calculation of these stresses are mentioned below. 
Maximal and minimal stresses are obtained from the results of the FEM analysis in Graph 6 
and Graph 7. Values for Smith’s diagram are in the Table 4. 
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0.383 94c mR  
- endurance limit [3] 
 
(4)  
2
minmax
m
 
- midrange stress (5)  
2
minmax
a  
- stress amplitude (6)  
 
Stress [MPa] 
Maximal 
overlap 
Minimal 
overlap 
max point 1 point 3 
min point 2 point 4 
Table 4 Max and min stress values in the Smith’s diagram
 
RESULTS 
Smith’s diagram for new sealing cap is in the Picture 53. There are two lines, green and red. 
Red line represents the maximal (point 1) and minimal (point 2) stress with the maximal 
overlap. And the green line represents the maximal (point 3) and minimal (point 4) stress, but 
with the minimal overlap.  
All points of the red and green line lie inside the area which is bounded by the Smith’s 
diagram. It means that the selected overlap should be suitable for long fatigue life and 
theoretical occurrence of the cracks is minimal. But this is only theory. We must acknowledge 
that the real situation can be different. On real part can be defects in material or defects from 
the manufacturing and it can increase the stress in the material. Therefore the real endurance 
limit, stress amplitude and the midrange stress can be different from the theoretical. In this 
case the maximal and minimal stress can lie outside of the Smith’s diagram. Position of the 
critical place from viewpoint of the fatigue life will be detected by FEMFAT analysis. And 
real fatigue life will be verified by high pressure pulsation test. 
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Picture 53 Smith’s diagram for the fatigue life of the sealing cap. Red line represents stress in the 
material with the maximal overlap and green line represents stress with the minimal overlap. 
 
2.9 FEM ANALYSIS OF THE SEALING CAP ASSEMBLY 
Problem why the currently used sealing caps are not optional is based on overloading of the 
sealing cone at the rail body during the HPPT. Sealing cap SC096 and SC134 are made from 
the hard material which creates very big contact pressure. It brings problems with the 
crackling of the sealing cone.  
The new sealing cap is very similar to the customer pipe. There is necessary to analyze the 
stress in the rail body and other parts when the new sealing cap is used. FEM analysis gives 
information about the critical points with the maximal stress, but the sealing cap is primary 
designed for environment where acting dynamic loading. From this viewpoint the FEM 
analysis can’t offer information about fatigue damage. Fatigue life will be verified by 
the FEMFAT analysis and HPPT. It is described in the next chapters. But for the fatigue life 
analysis are results from the FEM analysis very important, because this data serves like the 
input information for the FEMFAT software.  
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New sealing cap is designed with interference between sealing cap and sleeve. FEM analysis 
was made with minimal overlap and with overlap from the middle of the tolerance zone where 
is assumed the highest number of the manufactured parts. 
 
2.9.1 3D MODELS FOR FEM ANALYSIS 
Stress analysis of all part which is in the assembly for HPPT is not possible to make like 2D 
axis symmetric, because the rail body is not axially symmetric. There were created 3D models 
of all parts for this analysis. It means the rail body with HP connector, new sealing cap with 
the sleeve and the nut. All models were created by ProENGINEER Wildfire 4. All models are 
shown in the Picture 54. Quarter model of the assembly for the pulsation test was imported 
into the Abaqus software like STEP file (*.stp).  
 
Picture 54 3D models from ProENGINEER 
 
2.9.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
When the assembly was imported into the Abaqus workspace there was necessary to define 
the material properties for each part. Used materials show the Picture 55. In this case we 
assume the plastic deformation on the sealing cap, sleeve and rail body. Head of the sealing 
cap is deformed by the axial force from tightened nut and next small plastic deformation can 
be caused by the pressing of the sleeve on the sealing cap. Therefore for all these parts must 
be defined material also in the plastic area. The HP connector and nut have defined only the 
elastic material, because for these parts in not necessary to have exact results and there the 
plastic deformations are not assumed.  
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Picture 55 Materials in assembly for FEM 
analysis 
 
 
 
Nut, HP connector 
Elasticity 
Young's 
modulus [MPa] 
210000 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 
Table 5 Definition of elastic material 
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Sealing cap Rail body Sleeve 
Elasticity 
Young's 
modulus [MPa] 
210000 
Young's 
modulus [MPa] 
207000 
Young's 
modulus [MPa] 
210000 
Poisson's ratio 0.3 Poisson's ratio 0.3 Poisson's ratio 0.3 
 
Plasticity 
s [MPa] e pl s [MPa] e pl s [MPa] e pl 
From the internal database of the Bosch Company 
Table 6 Material characteristics for plastic material 
 
2.9.3 INTERACTIONS, BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AND LOADS 
The whole assembly consist four parts and is needful to define the interaction properties 
between parts which are in contact. There are the contacts between the nut and sleeve, in 
threads, on the sealing cone and the last is between the cap and sleeve where is defined 
overlap. The contact is defined with tangential behavior and friction coefficient f=0.1 in the 
whole assembly, but there are used two different discretization methods. The first is Node to 
surface. This method is less demanding, provides less accurate results and is used for contacts 
in threads. The second method is Surface to surface which is applied in the other contact 
pairs. This method is computationally more demanding, but it gives better results. [22] 
Appropriate set of contact pairs for the best result is relatively difficult. Therefore it was 
consulted with the development department in the Bosch Company. Contacts are depicted in 
the Picture 56. 
 
Picture 56 Interactions, boundary conditions and loads in assembly 
This model is not axisymmetric but is symmetrically about plane XY and YZ. There is 
prescribed zero displacement for nodes on these two planes in the perpendicular direction to 
these planes. These boundary conditions cause that the model will be computed like 
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symmetric about these planes. On bottom edge of rail body is prescribed zero displacement in 
the Y direction. Boundary conditions show Picture 56. 
Next very important step in the FEM analysis is the correct definition of all load steps. In this 
analysis were defined four load steps. Initial step it is the default load step which is in Abaqus 
always first. There are defined all boundary conditions and interactions.  
The second step is called Bolt load-adjust length. There is defined first load in this step ant it 
is the Bolt load. Bolt load function simulates the tightening process. In this case it is applied 
on the x-section in the nut (Picture 56). There is not applied the maximal axial force in this 
step. This step serves for detection of all contacts in assembly. For this bolt load is prescribed 
only small displacement 0.001 mm which cause that the all contacts works correctly. There is 
also defined Interference fit on the contact surfaces between the cap and sleeve where is 
the overlap. It cause that there is gradually removed the interference between the master and 
sleeve surface of contact pair in this step.  
Next step is the Bolt load-axial force. This step is based on the modification of previous bolt 
load. Here is prescribed axial force from the tightened nut. There is used is maximal 
permissible axial force for CRS 
The last step is Internal pressure + Compensation pressure. Here is again modified the bolt 
load from the previous step. Now the bolt load is fixed on the current length. It means that the 
load which is created by the axial force is still the same during this step. And finally there is 
defined internal pressure and compensating pressure which represent the reaction on the 
internal pressure which acts on closed end of the rail body.  
 
 
2.9.4 MESH 
Selected element type and the mesh quality can greatly affect the final results. For that reason 
is necessary to pay appropriate attention to this problem. There was used several different 
types of the elements. On the contact surfaces is used 8-node linear brick (C3D8) and for the 
other parts is used 4-node linear tetrahedron. This analysis is computationally demanding, 
because there is used high number of contact pairs and also there are used plastic materials. 
There was necessary to use high quality mesh only on the important surfaces. For this reason 
are all components divided into the several parts where each part has different element size. 
Mesh of whole assembly is shown in the Picture 57. 
Approximate global element size on the rail body is 1.2 mm and it is used on places where is 
not needful to obtain the exact results. Toward the sealing cone the element size decrease up 
to 0.04 mm. For the Surface to surface contact pair is suitable to have the same element size 
on the master and slave surface. Therefore the same element size (0.04 mm) is prescribed also 
on the cap sealing surface. There are used elements with size 0.1 mm for contact pair between 
the sleeve and the cap where the overlap is defined, for the contact surfaces between the 
sleeve and nut and on the internal surface of the hole. The whole assembly has about the 
650 000 elements. Calculation of this FEM analysis with that number of elements was very 
demanding and took more than 24 hours. 
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Picture 57 Complete mesh for the FEM analysis 
 
 
 
2.9.5 RESULTS OF THE FEM ANALYSIS 
There were compared two different overlaps in this analysis. The first was minimal overlap 
and the results of the Mises stress are in the Picture 58. Results of the Mises stress for the 
second analysis with the overlap from the middle of the tolerance zone are in the Picture 59. 
There is visible influence of the overlap. There is evident reduction of the Mises stress at the 
critical place in the hole when is used bigger overlap. These results confirm the assumption 
that the overlap between the sleeve and cap can reduce stress in the material and it is 
appropriate for fatigue life. For the crack formation is the tangential stress the most 
dangerous. Picture 61 shows tangential stress in the sealing cap and there is also possible to 
see reduction of the tensile tangential stress in the cap body. From viewpoint of the fatigue 
strength is the area with maximal stress amplitude during pressure pulsation the most 
dangerous. In this case the FEM analysis results confirm the pulsation test results. The Picture 
60 shows the stress amplitude and maximal value is on the interference of the radial and axial 
hole in the rail body. 
Picture 62 shows the contact pressure on the cap sealing surface. From the results is evident 
that acting of the internal pressure cause load reduction on the sealing surface. There is next 
very important piece of knowledge.  Contact pressure obtained from the FEM analysis is very 
similar to the contact pressure from the imprint measurement. This result confirms correctness 
of the imprint measurement and we can say that these contact pressure values can be real.  
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Picture 58 Misses stress with minimal overlap 
 
Picture 59 Misses stress with the overlap from the middle of the tolerance zone 
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Picture 60 Stress amplitude during pressure pulsation 
 
Picture 61 Affect of the overlap on the tangential stress. Left\: minimal overlap; Right: overlap form 
the middle of the tolerance zone significantly reduces the tangential stress on the inner surface of the 
hole. 
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Picture 62 Contact pressure comparison. Left: with internal pressure; Right: only with axial force. 
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2.10  FEMFAT- FATIGUE LIFE ANALYSIS 
This diploma thesis is focused on the proposal of the new sealing cap and on the effect of the 
interference value between the sealing cap and the sleeve upon the fatigue strength. Important 
components were evaluated by the computational and experimental analyses. There was made 
the FEMFAT analysis of the fatigue strength only for the sealing cap. The computational 
evaluation was carried out by FEMFAT 4.8b software. 
Material characteristic for the fatigue calculation were estimated in accordance with the FKM 
guideline [23] (the same is used in FEMFAT software). There was used only the ultimate 
strength (Rm) of the sealing caps material and information about the utilised type of steel. In 
this case it was heat treatable steel. 
Input stress data corresponded to the states from FEM analysis. At first it was state only with 
acting of the axial force and second was state with complete loading (axial force and internal 
pressure). There was assumed that the component is subjected to 20 e
6
 load cycles. There 
were compared two different variants from the viewpoint of damage. Damage values were 
computed using Modified equivalent stress in the critical plane and modified Palmgren-Miner 
rule, as described for example in the FEMFAT user manual. The fatigue evaluation was 
performed with survival probability set to 50%. 
From the Picture 62 is evident that the assembly with greater interference exhibits smaller 
damage values in the central region of the cap. Critical place is on the inner surface of the 
hole in sealing cap near the region where there is the sudden change of diameters. Admittedly, 
the greatest damage values were observed at the tip of the component. However, in this region 
there were some problems with construction of local S-N curves according to FEMFAT 
procedure. For exact result on the cap head could be created next analysis with accurate input 
information for calculation. The potentially dangerous region on the inner side of the cap 
which shows FEMFAT analysis correspond with results of FEM analysis where the maximal 
tangential stress is on the same place.  
It has to be noted that due to inaccurate material characteristic used for both the finite element 
analyses and subsequent fatigue analyses, and also due to limited information about various 
parameters that can affect the fatigue strength prediction, the values of damage as shown in 
the Picture 63 and Picture 64 are likely not to be accurate, but should be applicable in terms of 
a simple comparison. More accurate analysis could be in the future performed by e.g. 
modification of S-N curves by utilisation of experimental data and results of this 
computational analysis. Real fatigue strength was verified by the high pressure pulsation test. 
This test is described in chapter 2.14. 
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Picture 63 Damage factor with the minimal overlap 
 
 
Picture 64 Damage factor with the middle overlap 
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2.11 MANUFACTURING OF THE NEW SEALING CAP 
Initial idea was that the new cap will be manufactured by the same supplier which produces 
customer pipes, because in this situation the cap would be very similar to the customer pipe. 
The same manufacturing technology, the same material with the same heat treatment, etc. 
could be used there. However, communication with this manufacturer proved that it was not 
possible. 
And therefore it was necessary to find an alternative solution. The sealing caps were 
manufactured by manufacturing department of Bosch Company in Linz. But this brings 
several problems. For example the customer pipe is rolled but this technique was not 
accessible. There was only one way how to make a new plug, and it was machining. However 
this method cannot create the same properties of the cap like rolling. In this case the main 
difference is in residual stress in the material and the surface roughness. Rolling creates a big 
plastic deformation and the material is hardened, but the machining creates a minimal plastic 
deformation and the material properties are different.  These are the reasons why the new 
sealing cap has a little bit different properties than the customer pipe.  
For manufacturing it was necessary to make the drawing of the sealing cap and sleeve. 
Ordered was only manufacturing of the sleeve and cap. The process where the sleeve has been 
pressed on the sealing cap was executed later at the workshop in Jihlava. Picture 65 shows the 
new sealing cap.  
 
Picture 65 New sealing cap with pressed sleeve 
The new sealing caps inspection disclosed the problems with the surface quality inside the 
hole. There are a lot of deep machining marks and the surface quality is not good. Defects are 
not found on all sealing caps but they are relatively frequent. This poor surface quality could 
be caused by a bad manufacturing technology or by a blunt drill. These defects are shown in 
the Picture 66. 
This big roughness and non-uniform surface quality can significantly affect the fatigue 
strength of the sealing cap. It can enlarge the result dispersion during the fatigue strength 
verification in the pulsation test. However, this problem can be solved only by the new 
sealing caps with correct surface quality. There was not much time to manufacture the new 
sealing caps. Only HPPT shows how much these defects were important for fatigue strength.  
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Picture 66 Poor surface quality on new sealing caps 
   
2.12 PROPERTIES OF THE NEW SEALING CAP 
There is necessary to know the properties of the new sealing cap before pulsation test. Target 
of this diploma thesis is new sealing cap which is similar to the customer pipe. Therefore also 
with this sealing cap was made axial force measurement and imprint measurement.  
Axial force measurement was made with the same conditions as in the case of the customer 
pipe. There was also used customer Vaseline only on threads. Results are in the Graph 8. New 
sealing cap creates a little bit bigger axial force than the customer pipe. Like was written 
before customer pipes which were been used for axial force measurement doesn’t have the 
additional surface coating which reduce the friction coefficient. That is reason why there is 
difference between new sealing cap and customer pipe.  
 
Graph 8 Average axial force comparison with new sealing cap 
With the new sealing cap was also necessary to made imprint measurement. In this case were 
all conditions the same like before. There were used loading levels 15, 20 and 25kN. Graph 9 
and Graph 10 shows the results of the imprint measurement. From measured data is obvious 
that the new sealing cap creates smaller contact pressure than the customer pipe. New sealing 
cap has the same hardness as the customer pipe and also there is used the same material. 
There is only one difference. New sealing cap is made by the different manufacturing 
technology. And it looks that right this is reason why the contact pressure is smaller.  
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Graph 9 Width of contact surface in dependence on axial force 
 
Graph 10 Contact pressure comparison with the  new sealing cap 
Customer pipe is made by the cold drawing and this technology creates big plastic 
deformations and it cause that the surface of the pipe is strengthened. To the contrary the new 
cap is machined and this technology can’t create strengthened surface. That can be the reason 
why the new sealing cap creates bigger plastic deformations and contact surface.  
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Theoretically also with this contact pressure the new cap executes the sealing condition which 
is described in the chapter 2.2.2. There was performed the leakage test for verification of 
ability to seal the high pressure. For this test was used rail body with new sealing caps. 
During the test was in rail created a very high pressure. Internal pressure increased from 0 to 
4000 bar. There was no leakage during this test.  
 
Picture 67 Rail with the new sealing caps during the leak test 
 
2.13 DUMMY FOR HPPT 
Next task of this diploma thesis was proposal of dummy for fatigue life testing of the new 
sealing cap. Dummy must execute some requirements. Fatigue strength of the dummy must 
be better than the fatigue strength of the sealing cap. For high frequency of the pressure 
pulsation is important the minimal internal volume. Last requirement it is the same shape of 
the contact sealing surfaces. 
 
DUMMY VERSION 1 
This component is very similar to rail body. On the top there is HP connector with thread 
M15x1 and on the bottom side is the RDS interface. This interface is designed for connection 
the test machine with the dummy. There are five HP outputs on the pulsation machine. On 
this outputs the rail body is bolted by the RDS interface. Also the sealing cone has the same 
shape as cone on the rail body. 
This dummy design has some advantages. The first it is the minimal internal volume and the 
second advantage is relatively simple shape and the dummy can be made from one piece of 
the material. Therefore the manufacturing is easy and cheap. However, disadvantage of this 
design is capability to test only five sealing caps at the same time. On each HP output can be 
bolted only one dummy. This dummy is in the Picture 68.  
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Picture 68 Dummy v.1 for the fatigue life test of the new sealing cap 
After consultation with development department was decided, that proposal of dummy is not 
necessary because development and manufacture of these dummies is very expensive and 
time consuming. Development of this component was terminated. The fatigue strength of the 
new sealing caps will be verified by the pulsation test with customer rail body. 
 
2.14 HIGH PRESSURE PULSATION TEST 
Most of components are exposed to cyclic loading which creates the cyclic stress in the 
material. This loading leads to formation of the microscopic cracks in material. Accumulation 
of these cracks causes the component fracture and in some cases it can be very dangerous. On 
the rail body acts random loading during its life. Working pressure creates tensile stress in the 
material and it contributes to crack formation. Therefore is the very important property of the 
rail body high cycle fatigue strength. And it is tested by HPPT. 
For pulsation test are randomly selected several rails from one production batch. These rails 
are connected with the high pressure circuit of the pulsation machine by RDS interface. And 
all outputs are closed by special plugs. The sealing caps are used for HP connectors. Picture 
70 shows the test stand with rail bodies prepared for the fatigue strength test.  
Pressure pulsations have a sinusoidal progress from 0 bar up to maximal pressure. (Picture 
69). Maximal pressure peaks are dependent on the rail body generation. Maximal temperature 
of the hydraulic oil which is used for this test is about 37°C. Test is terminated when the rail 
bodies are destroyed or when is achieved required number of the loading cycles. From the test 
is obtained Wöhler curve of the rail design with P50% failure probability. Maximal 
permissible pressure in the rail body is simply calculated: 
K
P
P epermissibl
50  
- maximal permissible pressure 
- K-safety factor 
(7)  
(depends also on the spread). Subsequent evaluation determine the maximal pressure where 
the probability of failure is Pfailure>1 ppm. Example of Wöhler curve is in the Picture 71. 
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Picture 69 Progress of the pressure pulsation during HPPT 
 
Picture 70 Assembly for rail high pressure pulsation test; 1-Pressure sensor, 2-pressure distribution 
tube, 3- HP output from pressure generator 
 
 
Picture 71 Example of the Wöhler curve [6] 
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2.14.1 THE NEW SEALING CAP FATIGUE LIFE VERIFICATION 
The same pulsation test which is used for the rail bodies was used also for the new sealing 
caps. Basically it was standard pulsation test but with new design of the sealing caps. As was 
written before for the new sealing cap fatigue life verification were used serial LWR rail 
bodies. There were used five rail bodies with twenty-four sealing caps. One HP connector was 
used for connection of the pressure sensor. New sealing cap during the pulsation test is in the 
Picture 72. 
Due to time reasons was the test optimized. The maximal pressure was set on the higher level 
than is the standard working pressure of the CRS. It cause that the pulsation test is 
accelerated. Frequency of the pressure pulsation was ca.10 Hz. Under these conditions this 
test should take about 60 hours. This HPPT was carried out and evaluated by Bosch 
Engineering Testing Center (ETC) in Jihlava. 
 
Picture 72 New sealing caps during the HPPT 
2.14.2 RESULTS AND EVALUATION 
At the time of submitting this diploma thesis the HPPT was still running. And accomplished 
were about 1 300 000 of loading cycles. There was one crack on the rail body and no defects 
in the sealing cap. According to first estimation is possible to say that the P50% of the sealing 
cap is higher than the P50% of the rail body. Complete evaluation of the failure probability 
and Wohler curve was done after this test by the ETC. 
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CONCLUSION 
This diploma thesis was focused on the proposal of the new sealing cap design because the 
currently used sealing caps are not optimal. There are problems with crackling of the sealing 
cone on the rail bodies with autofretage. The next problem is non-representative loading on 
the sealing cone. It means that loading with sealing caps is not similar to the situation when 
customer pipe is used. 
The analysis of the force relationships on sealing cone shows that SC134 and SC096 overload 
the surface of the cone. Both types of the sealing caps create axial force which is very big. 
The second measurement analyzed the contact pressure between the cap and the rail body. 
The results of this analysis also confirm the assumption that the currently used sealing caps 
overload the sealing cone. In this case the average contact pressure of the SC096 is 60% 
higher than at the customer pipe, and the second sealing cap SC134 creates the contact 
pressure which is 35% higher than at the customer pipe. For this reason it was necessary to 
find out the solution to eliminate these problems. From acquired knowledge it is clear that the 
best way is to use the shape and material similar to that used for customer pipes.  
From suggested variants of the sealing cap ND2 was selected. This design has very similar 
shape as the customer pipe and it is easy to manufacture. The target was that the new sealing 
cap could be manufactured by the same technology as the customer pipe. However, after 
communication with the supplier it was founded out that it was not possible. Therefore, the 
caps were made by machining and it caused small differences between the customer pipe and 
the new sealing cap. 
From axial force measurement it is evident that the new sealing cap creates slightly bigger 
axial forces. It is not a problem, because this difference is caused by absence of surface 
coating on customer pipes normally used. From this viewpoint the new sealing cap confirms 
the specified requirements. Problem could be the lower contact pressure with new sealing cap. 
Contact pressure of the new sealing cap is nearly 20% lower that the contact pressure of the 
customer pipe. This difference can be caused by some other manufacturing technology. 
Therefore the correct sealing function was verified by the leak test applying high internal 
pressure (4000 bar) and there was no leakage. 
Next task of this diploma thesis was the proposal of the dummy for the pulsation test of the 
new sealing cap, but as I explained before, this development was terminated by the Bosch 
development department.  
The last task was the verification of the new sealing cap by the high pressure pulsation test. 
This test was performed and evaluated by ETC. The pulsation test with the new sealing caps 
still was running when this diploma thesis was finished. It is reason why there are preliminary 
results of this test only. At the time of submission of this diploma thesis was accomplished 
about 1 300 000 cycles with one defect on the rail body and no defects on the sealing caps. 
From first estimates is possible to say that the P50% of the sealing cap is higher than the 
P50% of the rail body and the main target of this diplomat thesis is fulfilled. 
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LIST OF SHORTCUTS  
CRS Common Rail System 
ECU Engine Control Unit 
EDC Electronic Diesel Control 
EFP Electronic Fuel Pump 
FEM Finite Element Method 
GP Gear Pump 
HADI Hydraulically Amplified Diesel Injector 
HADIS Hydraulically Amplified Diesel Injection System 
HFR Hot Forged Rail 
HP High Pressure 
HPPT High Pressure Pulsation Test 
LWR Laser Welded Rail 
ND New Design 
PCV Pressure Control Valve 
PLV Pressure Limiting Valve 
RDS Rail Druck Sensor 
SC Sealing Cap 
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LIST OF USED SYMBOLS AND QUANTITIES 
a [°] angle of unrolled surface 
a [mm] width of the contact surface 
Ac [mm
2
] area of the sealing cone 
As [mm] area of the contact surface 
Aunc [mm
2
] area of the unrolled sealing cone 
D1 [mm] maximal diameter of the sealing cone 
D2 [mm] minimal diameter of the sealing cone 
Ds [mm] sealing diameter 
Fax [N] axial force 
Fdyn [N] additional force acting on the HP connector 
Fdyncone [N] dynamic loading of the sealing cone and HP pipe or sealing cap 
Fmax [N] maximal force loading the HP connector at pressure peaks 
Fmincone [N] minimal force on the sealing cone due to the maximal inner pressure 
Fn [N] normal force 
Fn [N] normal force 
Fpressure [N] axial force from internal pressure 
L1 [mm] circumference of D1 
L2 [mm] circumference of D2 
Ls [mm] circumference of Ds 
Pcontact [MPa] contact pressure 
r1 [mm] maximal radius of the sealing cone 
r1s [mm] maximal radius of the sealing cone unrolled surface 
r2 [mm] minimal radius of the sealing cone 
r2s [mm] minimal radius of the sealing cone unrolled surface 
Re [MPa] yield strength 
Rm [MPa] ultimate strength 
rs [mm] sealing radius on unrolled surface 
s [mm] length of cone surface line 
sa [MPa] amplitude stress 
sc [MPa] endurance limit 
sm [MPa] midrange stress 
smax [MPa] maximal stress 
smin [MPa] minimal stress 
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